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“We are dedicated
to offering our students
the opportunity to learn in
stimulating environments
with modern facilities and
cutting edge technology.”

The Founder

Shaheed Hakim Mohammed Said
(1920-1998)

“It has been my endeavor to prepare
Pakistani youth for the challenges of
tomorrow. I would like to see the youth
studying at our campuses to develop
the qualities of devotion, love,
determination and services to
mankind.”

Shaheed Hakim Mohammed Said (1920-1998) established
Hamdard Pakistan in 1948. Within a few years, the herbal medical
products of Hamdard became household names. The phenomenal
business success of Hamdard brands is a legendary part of the
business history of Pakistan.
The name “Hamdard” however acquired a still wider meaning,
when Hakim Mohammed Said founded Hamdard University in
1991. The establishment of a university which could enliven the
intellectual tradition of the educational institutions of the golden
era of Muslim civilization had always been his most cherished
dream. In fact it was the central point towards which all his
endeavors were directed. The actual appearance of the university
was just the culmination of a long dedicated and continued effort
spanning his whole life.
However, apart from being a great educational leader, Hakim
Mohammed Said was also one of the finest exponent of eastern
medicine, who had treated millions of patients from all over the
world including Pakistan, Europe, Africa and the Middle East by
the time of his martyrdom (Shahadat) in October 1998. In the fifty
years of his active career as a practitioner of Greco-Arab medicine
par excellence, Hakim Mohammed Said also achieved
international renown as a scholar and researcher in medicine in
recognition of his meritorious services and scholarly
achievements he was awarded Nishan-e-Imtiaz (Posthumous) by
the Government of Pakistan in 2002.
As a prolific writer, he had to his credit a large number of books and
articles. He edited many research journals and periodicals on
medicine, history and Islam. Hakim Mohammed Said also created
two very widely attended national forums: Hamdard Shura (for
leaders of public opinion) and Naunehal Assembly (for children).
He attended and read papers at numerous conferences all over
the world and organized a number of international conferences
for promotion of science in Pakistan in collaboration with national
and international organizations, including UNESCO and WHO. He
also held important offices and memberships of dozens of
national and international organizations related to education and
health care, the fields in which his contributions are universally
acknowledged.
A man of Herculean intellectual and organizational capabilities,
Shaheed Hakim Mohammed Said will be remembered most for
creating Hamdard University, which he stewarded to emerge as
one of the premier institutions of higher education and learning in
Pakistan.
While every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the
information in this prospectus, the University can accept no
responsibility for any errors or omissions. The University reserves
the rights to alter, amend, or modify without notice or obligation
any of the contents published herein or otherwise advertised. In
case of any ambiguity or nonexistence of rules for certain
situations, the final authority for their interpretation and provision
shall rest with the University whose decision shall be binding and
conclusive for all parties concerned.
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Dean Message

MISSION & GOALS

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus

Mission
& Goals

PROSPECTUS 2017-18

Hamdard University is the culmination of the vision of
S h a h e e d H a k i m Mo h a m m e d S a id , Fo u n de r
Chancellor of the University, President of Hamdard
Foundation Pakistan and Founder President of
Madinat al-Hikmah.
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He symbolized the ethos and aspirations of the
Pakistani nation and their fulfillment as enshrined in
the creation of the country by Quaid-e-Azam
Mohammad Ali Jinnah and ideals set forth by poet
philosopher Allama Mohammad Iqbal. Hakim Said, in
essence, carried forward the spirit, which guided the
Muslim renaissance in the sub-continent through
education, started by Late Sir Syed Ahmad Khan. The
idea of Pakistan, according to Hakim Mohammed Said
could only come to fruition if education became the
hard rock of its foundation, harmonizing the
imperative of modern life and the quintessential
values of Islam.

MISSION & GOALS

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus

Hamdard University is a giant step forward toward
realizing the holistic perspective of higher education
in which there is a well-rounded development of an
individual, in which values of higher knowledge and
advancement, material progress and prosperity are
tempered with moral, spiritual, social and cultural
norms and propriety.

The University attracts the best academic faculty of
the country, who are not only competent in their fields
but are models for students to emulate, who ignite
spirit of quest and enquiry and lay heavy premium on
creativity and innovative thinking. The University
doors are open for students of all strata of society,
irrespective of faith and creed, but without
compromising on merit, quality and competence the
hallmark of our academic culture. We are committed
to tolerance for others views and ideas and for
preserving the values that sustain a pluralistic
society. It is an institution where liberal and modern
values are promoted and inculcated without
compromising on Islamic character and identity.
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Hamdard University ever since its inception is striving
to achieve highest standard of excellence in teaching
and research, comparable to any international
University and institute of repute. It has endeavored
to mobilize enough resources to build the requisite
infrastructure for imparting latest knowledge and
information in diverse field of science technology and
professional disciplines.
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MESSAGE - CHANCELLOR

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus

Message from the Chancellor,
Hamdard University & President,
Hamdard Foundation Pakistan
Madam Sadia Rashid

As I write this to you, dear student - prospective or present - I will
pay you the compliment of presuming you want an education - not
just a degree.

For those unfortunate enough to belong to the second category,
there is little, if anything, to say. They would be satisfied with
scraping through, or even cheating. Then there's the ultimate low:
A fake degree.
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But for those who realize that there can be no true respect without
self-respect, for those who want to learn, not just add a few initials
after their name: Welcome to Hamdard University.
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Its Founder-Chancellor, Shaheed Hakim Mohammed Said, wanted
for its University - as for everything in Hamdard - a combination of
the best of both worlds: the old and the new, the traditional and
the modern, the principled and the pragmatic. Continuing to aim
for his goals, we do our utmost to provide the best we can: of
facilities, environment, faculty. But as always and everything in
life, it is a two-way street. Only a good student can truly value and
gain from a good teacher. As the old adage says: 'There are none so
blind as those who will not see.' We can provide classrooms,
computers, libraries, equipment, teachers; but only vou can make
use of them, only you can study, learn, prove your worth - not your
parents, not your professors.

And the prize is well worth the effort. For true education is
absorbed, assimilated, and enriches you. And these are riches no
one can ever steal from you.

Whatever you choose to do with your life, know that your almo
moter - and I - wish you well, and pray for your success.

Message from the Vice Chancellor,
Hamdard University

MESSAGE - VICE CHANCELLOR

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus

Prof. Dr. Syed Shabib ul Hasan

Hamdard University is justifiably proud of its achievements in
imparting knowledge and developing skills to its students, coupled
with enviable personality traits. Through its well-designed
curricula, Hamdard University Islamabad Campus seeks to provide
value-centered undergraduate and graduate education in the
broad fields of engineering, medical sciences and management
sciences.

I believe that rigors of the contemporary world require
professionals not to end their quest for knowledge along with
their stay in the campus. The dynamics of the fast-changing world
urges the academicians to give the right impetus for making the
students life-long learners.
I welcome all the students who chose to be a part of Hamdard
University Islamabad Campus, I am sure that you will feel proud of
being associated with us and make us equally proud with your
academic excellence.
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In addition to creating fertile minds for professional and personal
success the varsity has committed itself to create responsible
citizens who are the epitome of highest ethics and social conduct.
Thus, the responsibility lies with us to nurture complete
professionals, who can rightly be termed as 'Servants of
Humanity' as envisioned by Shaheed Hakim Mohammed Said. I
can proudly state that we are fully equipped and motivated to
handle this challenge and surely be successful.
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MESSAGE - DIRECTOR GENERAL

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus

Message from the
Director General
Hamdard University
Islamabad Campus
I warmly welcome all the aspiring students and their parents at
Hamdard University Islamabad Campus. Following the vision of
our founder Chancellor Shaheed Hakim Mohammed Said
Islamabad Campus is providing best quality education at an
affordable cost to its students for the last fifteen years.

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus (HUIC) located at Fazalul-Haq Road, Blue Area, Islamabad is a constituent of Hamdard
University Karachi. HUIC is dedicated to excellence in the
acquisition of knowledge as well as technological skills which
enables its students to meet the challenges of future in the global
market. The Management strives for cultivating a spirit of
dedication and commitment for which Shaheed Hakim
Mohammed Said relentlessly struggled throughout his life; and to
achieve the prime objective of his mission, he succeeded in
establishing such remarkable institutions.
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In line with the vision of its luminary Founder Chancellor, we are
committed towards the moral grooming of our students not only
to disseminate theoretical knowledge to them but also to make
them good communicators, managers, collaborators, researchers
and scholars in their respective fields of study. Nevertheless, our
strength lies in our faculty and with our renewed pledge and
resolve, we have strengthened and updated our programs and
have concentrated upon offering new courses so as to keep us
abreast with the rapidly changing market demand.
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Further, with the spirited efforts of our team members, we have
been able to enhance the quality of our value based education and
research in the fields of Health Sciences, Engineering and
Management Sciences in order to produce a skilled workforce
capable of contributing effectively by being part of the modern
stream of organizations. The University infrastructure is
continuously being improved. Labs and libraries have been
upgraded with latest equipments to transform the learners into
educated and responsible citizens for a promising future. It gives
us immense pleasure and satisfaction when we see that our
graduates are more conveniently absorbed in the professional
organizations at home and abroad. I am also pleased to announce
that construction of its own purpose built campus at Madinat alHikmah Kuri Road, Islamabad in not far away and In Shaa Allah we
wish to start functioning there sooner than later.

I wish you all the very best in your academic pursuit and pray to
Allah Almighty that your decision wins everyone around you.

HUMDARD UNIVERSITY - MADINAT AL-HIKMAH

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus

Hamdard University
MADINAT AL-HIKMAH
(City of Education, Science & Culture)

Shaheed Hakim Mohammed Said, the Founder-Chancellor of
Hamdard University, received the Charter in 1991 from the then
President of Pakistan.

The University has the following faculties:
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Faculty of Eastern Medicine

Faculty of Engineering Science & Technology
Faculty of Health & Medical Sciences

Faculty of Humanities & Social Sciences
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The MADINAT AL-HIKMAH (City of Education, Science & Culture)
includes, in addition to the establishments of the University,
Herbal Gardens, Sports Stadium, Hamdard Public School,
Hamdard College and Hamdard Village School which are also
contributing towards education. The resources of the University
are devoted to fulfill its mission, aimed at developing qualified,
value-oriented professionals and scholars, capable of creating
new horizons on the glorious foundations of oriental heritage of
knowledge. The University provides an academic and conducive
environment, which is based on the philosophical belief that the
ultimate reality can be reached through pure reason and
intellectual pursuits. Within its boundaries, well structured
buildings of the various faculties and departments are situated.

Faculty of Legal Studies

Faculty of Management Sciences
Faculty of Pharmacy

The history of the academic programs, offered by the constituent
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HUMDARD UNIVERSITY, ISLAMABAD CAMPUS

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus

institutions, presents a remarkable picture of regular growth and
extension. The University, starting its journey with a couple of
programs in 1992, is now offering more than 30 programs ranging
from certificate courses to doctoral level studies, in the disciplines
of education and social sciences, legal studies, eastern medicine,
health sciences, pharmacy, management sciences and
engineering.

In 1996, the first City Campus of the University was established
at Adamjee Nagar. Later another Campus was opened at
P.E.C.H.S., Karachi.
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Hamdard University Islamabad Campus
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Hamdard University Islamabad Campus (HUIC) established in
2000, is one of the leading universities in the private sector with
d i s t i n c t i ve s t re n g t h s i n e d u c a t io n , re s e a rc h a n d a n
entrepreneurial dimension to meet the present day challenges.
We offer comprehensive curricula in the disciplines of
Management, Pharmaceutical, Engineering and Computer
Sciences to prepare the youth to spearhead the contingents of
their respective fields.

We also strive for cultivating a spirit of dedication and
commitment to human values, to Muslim culture and to our
homeland. One of the distinctive features of our University is that
students not only gain theoretical knowledge and insight in their
disciplines but as a part of their training they are practically
exposed to deal with problems in the various fields to get
committed to the imperatives of their profession. As a result of

HUMDARD UNIVERSITY - MADINAT AL-HIKMAH

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus

such experience our students are highly regarded in professional
and academic institutions.

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus infrastructure provides a
congenial environment for education and the classrooms are
equipped with necessary state of the art teaching aids and ICT
support. Students are provided with all facilities ranging from
access to conference rooms, computer and project labs as well as
auditorium for preparation of presentations and assignments.

The management endeavors to improve upon and update existing
academic programs by introducing new courses meeting the
rapidly changing market demands. The Pharmacy program
(Pharm D) in HUIC is very popular amongst potential students and
ranks among the best Pharmacy programs in the twin cities of
Rawalpindi and Islamabad. Over a period of time, the standard of
laboratories for Engineering and Pharmacy programs have also
been improved and equipped with the state of the art equipment
to match the requirements of our changing academic program.
Our Pharm D and Engineering programs are accredited by
respective regulatory bodies while Computer Sciences and
Management sciences programs are under valuation by
respective regulators.
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In order to build a custom made Islamabad Campus, the Hamdard
Foundation Pakistan has purchased a piece of land (about 10
acres). It is located on Kurri Road in natural and scenic
environment near National Institute of Health, Islamabad. The
master plan and building plans of the campus have been finalized.
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TEAMWORK

STRATEGY

Students'
Affairs
ANALYSIS

RESEARCH

INNOVATION

PLANING

OFFICE OF
STUDENTS' AFFAIRS

OFFICE OF STUDENTS' AFFAIRS

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus

Office of
Students' Affairs

The department functions under the direct supervision of Director
General Islamabad Campus to have understanding of the issues
and direct accessibility of the students to the management at all
the times.

OSA is the bridge that links each student with the University,
providing one-stop effective academic services to the students.
The main objective of the OSA is to provide efficient and prompt
services to the students in resolving problems as well as creating
environment for students to succeed academically and socially is
exercised through continuous effort. Following is the mandate of
the Students' Affairs Department:
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Ÿ
Ÿ
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Ÿ
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Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Promoting a campus environment through community
development which cultivates a sense of belonging;

Responding to all needs and requirements of the students at
Campus and outside Campus;

Promoting relationships based on mutual respect and
reinforcing core values among our students;

Engaging students an enterprising activities that help build
decision-making skills, be independent learners and take
responsibility for choices and actions;

Facilitating students and families in situations by providing
on- and off campus resources as situations arise;

Empowering students as leaders to remain engaged in
community issues.

Creating opportunities for students to remain academically
successful, professionally and socially responsive;

Collaborating strategically with the campus community and
off campus as well;
Advocating for all students for their legitimate rights;

Incorporating a sense of responsibility among the students to
realize their duties and responsibilities towards the University,
community, society and the Country.

The team at Students' Affairs Department comprises service
oriented professionals.

The department is actively engaged with the faculty members,
student representatives and University staff to accomplish their
objectives in a be- fitting manner.

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus

Sports Activities

Following sports are held by University during sports week:

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Cricket

Football

Volleyball

Badminton

Table tennis

Sports opening and closing ceremonies inculcates discipline and
appreciation for performance and participation in the events.

The University organizes following days on regular basis:
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Birthday celebration of Quaid-e-Azam Mohammad Ali Jinnah

Death anniversary of Quaid-e-Azam Mohammad Ali Jinnah

OFFICE OF STUDENTS' AFFAIRS

Life at Hamdard

Birthday celebration of Allama Mohammad Iqbal

Death anniversary of Allama Mohammad Iqbal

Birthday celebration of Hakim Mohammed Said (Shaheed)

Shahadat Anniversary of Hakim Mohammed Said (Shaheed)

Pakistan Day celebration

Mehfil-e-Milad

Annual function of each faculty
Annual Sports Week

Hamdard Inter-Universities T/20 Cricket Challenge Cup

Music performances by different groups

Community services & medical camps
Plantation day & Spring Festival

Welcome & Farewell Parties

Professional Development

In order to provide a holistic academic experience to its students,
the University also provides opportunities for:

Ÿ

Ÿ

Participating in international and national seminars,
conferences and social events.

Visits to national and international organizations to get
sensitize to important issues pertaining to national and
international development.

Participating in civic services and harnessing community
building talent activities.

Social Services

Hamdard University had responded quickly and initiated the relief
and rehabilitation efforts in the worst earthquake in the Country,
(October 2005), leaving thousands dead and rendering millions
homeless in Azad Kashmir (AK), Manshera, Balakot, Batatgram,
Alai and other areas of Kohistan and Islamabad. A field hospital
was set up in Mansehra to provide medical facilities to the affected
people.
Flood Relief Efforts (2010) that hit North of Pakistan, KPK as well
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Ÿ
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OFFICE OF STUDENTS' AFFAIRS

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus

as Punjab and Sindh provinces.

Special team of faculty and students visited Nowshera/ Mardan
and established a Camp to support the relief activities.

Entrepreneurship day celebration invites community as well as
other faculty to exhibit their social and business acumen. A
number of stalls displaying healthy foods, electronic goods and
renewable energy products are put up. It very nicely discerns how
our ideas, thoughts and emotions are constructed at the same
time integrating new values to meet the challenges of social and
business development without compromising on our national
ideology.

Faculty and students participated in Climate change initiatives,
particularly biodiversity and RED++ Campaign in 2014.

Co-curricular Activities

PROSPECTUS 2017-18

The University arranges occasional educational visits to other
reputed organizations of the country and places of general
interest. Industrial cum study tours are also arranged.
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Seminars and Workshops

HUIC encourages its students and faculty members to arrange
seminars and workshops. Each department participates
enthusiastically in these activities in which eminent scholars and
leaders are invited to share their experiences with the faculty and
students.

Students Societies

At HUIC, student societies have been actively involved in almost all
the major extra-curricular activities held at the campus. Societies
organize activities like: debate/speech contests, poetry

OFFICE OF STUDENTS' AFFAIRS

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus

competitions, seminars, lectures by guest speakers, essay
competitions, etc. It provides a platform to the students where
they can express their views openly and also improve their
confidence and oral presentation skills. The HUIC not only holds
in-house functions but also prepares the students for
participating in various events held in other institutions all over
Pakistan and aboard.

Alumni

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus organizes Alumni get
together annually. In this gathering, elections take place for new
Alumni council.

Degree Awarding Ceremony

Degree Awarding Ceremony of Hamdard University Islamabad
Campus (HUIC) is organized every year in which the Chancellor
awards degrees to the graduating students. The students
securing first position in respective programs are also awarded
gold medals by the Chief Guest. A large number of dignitaries,
foreigners, guests, media persons, parents, faculty members,
alumni and students attend the event.
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Commencement Ceremony

Traditionally, HUIC organizes commencement ceremony to
welcome its new intake. Director General, all Academic Directors,
HODs, and Faculty members participate in the event. DG
welcomes the newly admitted students on behalf of the
University and Vice Chancellor.
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CAMPUS MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

CAMPUS
MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM
Provides Efficient Environment to automate all the Manual
Processes of the University and its Campuses
Current CMS system automates all of the key campus
management processes and automates all major university
processes under one umbrella. It provides pure web based
solution ('any time any where 24/7') access for administrative,
transactional and academic processes needed to enable a
collaborative campus.

Management of multiple campuses, diverse student populations
with less staff, less money, and yesterday's technology. Campus
Management enables Universities to manage growth, improve
services, and stay competitive easily and affordably. This will
centralize and automates manually intensive processes, enabling
information to flow freely and securely among campuses and
departments.

Students can apply and register for multiple programs in one
online session without going through separate admissions,
registrations, and financial aid applications. Evaluation and
planning can be simplified across many institutes, departments,
and programs. Services to faculty, alumni, and other key
constituents can be enhanced while administrators and business
officers have greater transparency for enacting policies. As a
result, institutions can meet and surpass rising expectations for
services, academic performance, and administrative excellence.

PROSPECTUS 2017-18

Key Features
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
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Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Online Admission System

Student Registration / Enrollment & Withdrawal Register
Module
Course Offering Schedule Module

Student & Employee's Attendance Module

Complete Accounts & Payroll Module

Human Resource Management System (HRMS)

Fixed Assets Module

Purchase & Inventory Management System

Library Information System

Examination & Degree Console

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Hostel Management System

Transport Management System

Teacher Evaluation Performa with HEC Standards

QEC Performa

Students Portal

SMS & Emails Alerts Systems

Student Registration / Enrollment
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

New Students information Details.

Students must have 1x1 Photo with white background

Current Student Status should be active

New Batches information of open/close

Curriculum information for new batches

CAMPUS MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Ÿ

Credit Hrs. and Grade definition for batch

Finalized Courses schedule

Academic Calendar that includes different dates i.e. Semester
Start Date, End Date, Add/Drop Date, Activity Date, QEC
Forms Date and etc.

Admission criteria and missing info and document logs
maintain
Credit Hrs. and Grade definition for batch

Batch link to program and department

Fee package defined for every student & Package Approval
Form & Prints

Student Fee Ledger updated and Admission fee and other fee
part of fee package reflect in student fee ledger

Bank vouchers for student payments

Time Table schedule reflect in Teacher portal

Course contents reflect in Teacher portal

Teacher working Load reflect in Teacher Portal

Email & SMS alert to student for Login username and
password

Activities after Course Registration

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Registered and unregistered student list

Student Fee Ledger updated and registered courses fee reflect
in student ledger
Bank vouchers for student payments

Time Table schedule reflect in student portal

Class activity start like attendance, assignment submission,
quiz and assignment grading etc.

Assessment Performa activity start according to assessment
schedule date

Time Table Batch Wise, teacher, room (Complete feature of
scheduling)

PROSPECTUS 2017-18

Ÿ
Ÿ
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QUALITY ENHANCEMENT CELL

QUALITY
ENHANCEMENT
CELL
In the contemporary world maintaining the momentum of quality
consciousness is crucial in higher education institution. QECs at
HEI are established for integration of quality assurance in higher
education system. QEC at Hamdard University is an essential part
of system which is an internal quality assurance and enhancement
mechanism .It is tasked with planning, guiding and monitoring
quality assurance and enhancement activities of the institution.
The QEC at Hamdard University channelizes and systemizes the
efforts of university towards academic excellence by being a
facilitative and participative organ of the institution .It has become
a driving force for ushering in quality by working out intervention
strategies to remove deficiencies and enhance quality by analysis,
reporting and when needed experimental incubation. At Hamdard
University QEC has been working effectively not only to enhance
quality but also continuously maintaining and improving it with the
coordination of academic and non academic departments.

Ms. Ghayyur Fatima

Director Academics

To make HUIC a quality centric institution QEC has following scope
of activities;
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
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Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
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Ÿ

A regular monitoring of academic programs for quality
assurance of all graduate and post graduate programs.

Developing evaluation methods.

Develop program specification for quality assurance.

Ensure the quality and standard of the degree programs
offered at HUIC.

Evaluate, review and coordinate for affiliation with governing
bodies and institutions.

External performance evaluation.

Participation in meetings of statuary and non statuary bodies
of university.

Internal evaluation of students and faculty.

Ensure that services provided at HEI are compatible with
standards and benchmarks set forth by the university
management.

To make liaison with HEC and other Institutions of higher
education for the standardization and quality of higher
education at Hamdard university.

PAKISTAN 2025

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus

Pakistan Vision 2025 aims at significant expansion by introducing
transformational reforms in collaboration with all stakeholders of
society which will facilitate to bridge the gap between university
curriculum and all aspects of socio-economic and political
development of society.

The focus of Vision 2025 is based on the imperatives of embracing
change and transformation, and to create new opportunities
based on our innate strengths which could only be synergized
through inclusive growth and development. It is therefore,
important that Pakistan's untapped potential provides room for
optimism that could make the nation economic power if resources
are generated, managed and used efficiently on the basis of equity
and equality, without any social prejudices.

Our educated workforce should be able to capitalize on the
opportunities of human, social and economic development. It is
hoped that scholars, as vital part of a society, will give a serious
thought to the importance of education and take part to
disseminate quality education to underprivileged segments of
society. This way a nation can indeed contribute to development
and reforms. We are quite fortunate that Pakistan has geostrategic location that further demands our youth and young
graduates, professionals to come into the main stream of
development in order to construct a modern economy with their
dynamism, knowledge and technology.

It is about time that our academia and industry must undertake
new initiatives through collaborative efforts that tend to enhance
the value of such funding aiming to enhance competitiveness of
our products and services as well as creating jobs for young
graduates.

Now is the time for our youth to be ready to exploit their
competencies. Our youth need to be aware of global challenges
that lie ahead and to set their goals to meet them.
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It is fairly expected that this Vision has laid down the foundations
of a prosperous, just and harmonious society much before 2025.
Having full faith in the capabilities of our nation and in its ability to
manage these challenges, it may be further anticipated that Vision
2025 will customize our knowledge and skills in accordance with
the forces of technology which have entirely changed the way
transactions are globally transacted, and interactions take place
creating value and sustainability in business.
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ADMISSIONS

ADMISSIONS INFORMATION

ADMISSIONS
Guidelines for Admission

The applicants are advised to carefully go through the contents of
this prospectus and familiarize themselves with the rules
governing the admission entrance test/interview of Hamdard
University.

Admission Material

The admission package includes a copy of the Prospectus.

Candidates Awaiting Result

Selected candidates are given provisional admission, subject to
passing the examination with required score. If a candidate fails to
qualify the exam, then the admission shall stand cancelled. The
tuition fee shall be refunded as per university rules. Such students
MUST immediately inform the university about their result along
with an application for the refund of dues.

The admission application form is also available on the
University’s admission website www.hamdard-isb.edu.pk

PROSPECTUS 2017-18

The University takes no responsibility for any postal delay in the
delivery of interview or intimation letter or any other
communication relating to admission.

Applicants, who do not get the 'Admit Card', may report to the
Admission Cell three days before the date of the written
Admission Test to collect the 'Admit Card' in person. Such
candidates are required to bring identity documents (two
photographs, CNIC, Passport or College Identity Card) for this
purpose.
Ÿ
Ÿ

Ÿ
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No request for change in address at any stage will be
entertained.

The University has the right to change the Admission
Test/Interview Schedule and/or venue due to any unforeseen
circumstances.

If it is discovered at any stage after admission that a candidate
had made a false or incorrect statement or used fraudulent
means for admission or does not fulfill the eligibility
requirements, the admission shall be cancelled.

ADMISSIONS INFORMATION

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus

Foreign Students

They should apply on the prescribed admission form, stating
clearly in bold letters, that they are international students and
enclose a fee of US$ 50 or equivalent Pakistani rupees along with
courier charges and must fulfill the following conditions:
Ÿ

Ÿ
Ÿ

They should have passed the examination in the concerned
subject as per eligibility requirement of program with good
academic record from University/Board included in the list of
Higher Education Commission (HEC). In case the relevant
University/Board is not included in the said list, the candidate
has to obtain and submit a certificate to this effect from HEC.

They should possess valid Passport and Visa.

They should also obtain a No Objection Certificate (NOC) from
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Government of Pakistan.
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The University encourages and welcomes foreign nationals who
have secured good marks in equivalent qualifying examinations.
Preference will be given to candidates who have secured good
percentile in SAT/GMAT/GRE Examinations.
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Hamdard University Islamabad Campus

ADMISSIONS INFORMATION

Tuition and Other Fees

Hamdard University is “not for profit” entity and strives to provide
quality education on subsidized basis. The fee structure is so
designed to make it affordable to the students from varying socioeconomic strata.

Financial assistance and educational loan (Qarz-e-Hasna) are
provided in the form of fee deferment to the deserving students.

The detail about tuition, admissions and other fee and charges,
both for local and international students, are available with the
respective faculty.

For queries relating to fee, the admission offices at various
faculties may be contacted.

Financial Assistance Program

Responding to its tradition as an institution having a strong social
commitment, Hamdard University offers a broad based and liberal
financial assistance program for the bright and deserving
students.

The main objective of the program is to develop and retain a
talented, diversified and vibrant body of students, capable of
contributing towards the attainment of the University's mission
and goals.

In order to support the governmental efforts for developing
certain disciplines, priority is given under the program to the
students, studying in the programs of education, management,
law, medicine, social sciences, pharmacy, engineering and
information technologies. However, all the students, who
demonstrate academics, sporting or community / cultural
excellence as per specific rules, or who are under-privileged, may
be eligible for the University's scholarship award and financial
assistance.

Academic Calendar
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The System of Evaluation
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Various courses of studies offered by the institute are based on
semester system. Fall semester starts from 1st Monday of every
September while Spring semester commences from 1st Monday
of each February. Summer session is also organized during
summer vacations for making up deficiencies/improvements by
the students.

Courses of Study

Hamdard University offers a wide range of degree programs in
multiple disciplines. The course content of the programs is devised
after careful deliberations of the statutory bodies of the University
Board of Studies, Board of Faculties, Board of Advance Studies &
Research and the Academic Council. These bodies comprise senior
professors, academicians, subject experts and scholars. In the
light of guidelines given by the HEC the details of the respective
programs can be viewed under relevant faculty sections.

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus

Academic Advisors

ADMISSIONS INFORMATION

Faculty members are assigned as academic advisors to all the
students at Hamdard University. They guide and mentor the
students in academic matters, such as developing plans of studies
and help in monitoring their progress.

Attendance Rule

Eligibility for appearing in the final examinations requires a
student to have attended at least 75% of the total lectures/lab
work for each course. Failing this, the student will not be allowed
to appear in respective examination(s).

Registration

The students have to register for courses(s) during a specific
period before the commencement of each semester. Prior to the
start of each semester the list of courses/subjects to be offered
during a semester is displayed in advance by respective institute
well before time to enable the students to select/choose the
courses for registration along with the last date for registration of
courses. Late registration can however be made till the end of the
third week of the semester provided a valid reason is given along
with the prescribed late fees.

Disciplinary Policy

Students have to follow a code of conduct, abide by the rules and
regulations of the University and department toward maintaining
an academic and comfortable environment at the campus.

In case of any misconduct or abuse, student has to appear in
person before disciplinary committee for the hearing which shall
then decide a suitable action against the student as deemed
necessary which may amount to imposition of fine, suspension,
expulsion, or dis-qualification of a student from any academic
honor such as award of gold medal, scholarship, etc. The following
will call for disciplinary action:

Ÿ

Ÿ
Ÿ

Failure to meet the University code of conduct, disregard or
disobedience of rules of the University or authority whether
alone or in association with others.

Objectionable conduct / involvement in activities like ragging,
use of unfair means or breach of norms or others which are
against interest and reputation of the University.

Improper behavior in or outside the classroom.

Any act of dishonesty including submission of false
documents and deliberate misreporting.

All activities shall be governed by the rules and regulations of the
University. In case of ambiguity or non-existence of rules, the final
authority for interpretation and decision shall rest with the
University.

Note:

Students may obtain, on request, a copy of
the rules and regulations pertaining to
attendance, examinations and promotion
from respective Director's Office of their
institute.
Admission Office:
Hamdard University Islamabad Campus
23-East, Fazal-ul-Haq Road, Blue Area,
Islamabad, Pakistan.
Tel: +92-51-2604387-89
+92-51-2604303
Fax: +92-51-2604381
Email: admissions@hamdard-isb.edu.pk
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Ÿ
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FACILITIES

FACILITIES
Library

Hamdard University, Islamabad Campus maintains a central
library shared by all the three institutes besides a separate Library
for faculty and students of HIET.

The University maintains a multi-disciplinary library catering to
the needs of faculty, students, researchers and staff of the
University. Digital collection is ideally suited to encourage and
support both scholarly and practical research activities.
(i)

PROSPECTUS 2017-18

(ii)
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OPAC (Online public access catalogue)

HUIC Hakim Said Memorial Library OPAC with collaboration
of HUIC IT department is now available on the Internet.
Library Users search a Library catalogue principally to locate
books and other material physically located at a Library.
Search the books and other reading materials of the Library
by Title, Author, Subject and ISBN in English language.
HEC Digital Library

Hakim Said Memorial Library with collaboration of HUIC IT
department subscribed more than 25,000 online journals
(through HEC digital library) providing access to abstracts,
TOCs, full text and document delivery services. These
journals are available through nine of the world's most
renowned publishers having different databases in science,
technology, management science, medical science social
science and humanities.

(iii) Interlibrary loan

Books and periodical articles not available in the HUIC Hakim
Said Memorial Library may be obtained by eligible borrowers
through interlibrary loan. For more information consult the
HUIC Hakim Said Memorial Library Information Desk.

(iv)

Books and other Reading Material Information Service

HUIC Hakim Said Memorial Library provides the faculty,
students, researchers and staff access to up-to-date
information about their current account status regarding
books and other reading material.

FACILITIES

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus

(v)

Wireless

Wi Fi network is available in the Library. It is only accessible to
authorized users.

(vi) Laptop use

The library users may use laptop computers in the Library.
The Library is equipped with electrical points and wireless
internet connectivity. If Library Users face any difficulty in
accessing the Network, they may consult the Library
Information Desk.

Find out more

For more details about your course
information and program structure, visit

www.hamdard-isb.edu.pk

or to have specific questions answered:
Tel: +92 (51) 2604387-89
Email: admissions@hamdard-isb.edu.pk

(vii) Printing

Laser quality printing is available in the library using
workstations of the library. The students can take printouts
using their USBs.

Library Equipment

The Library provides Photostat Machines, CD ROMs writers,
scanners and Personal Computers.
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FACILITIES

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus

Books

The library has a collection of more than 9,068 books, including
3,400 books related to Electrical and Computer Engineering. The
library is annually augmented with new arrivals. During the last
financial year (2014-15) 600 new books of Electrical Engineering
have been added. The Digital Library also offers a rich resource to
tap thousands of research journals.

Book Bank

Limited copies of the books recommended for a specific subject
are made available in the University library. However, as such, no
book bank has been maintained because the University avoids
purchasing pirated editions. The required books are generally
available in the market.

IT Services
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In the modern era of information technology, computing facilities
at any institution form the lifeline of academic progress and
excellence in research and development. Hamdard University with
its glorious tradition of facilitation of research and development
has fully supported the students in the use of modern means of
communication to enhance their knowledge and sharpen their
skills.

The computer labs at Hamdard form the core support to the
emerging fields in IT and Business studies. There are three
computer labs currently operational with more than 120 state of
the art 4th Generation branded workstations.

The facilities are:
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
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Ÿ
Ÿ

Computer Labs

Printing Facility

Multimedia

File Storage services

Internet Facility

Web Based e-mail

FACILITIES

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus

Computer Labs

The Campus has three computer labs available till 9:0 PM and a
General Purpose lab available around the clock 6 days a week.
These Labs are equipped with latest 4th Generation branded PCs
pre-installed with all relevant Softwares. Computer labs are
updated on regular basis in order to meet the upcoming
challenges and growing needs of the students. Computers in the
Labs provide access to the Internet, Library and databases with
thousands of e-books and articles.

Server Room

The facility that controls operations and working of the local area
network is the server room. It comprises of the main servers that
includes mail server and back up servers. Also a number of
switches are installed for the LAN. The servers at the University
are top of the line, including Blade and Dell Edge servers.

Printing

The students and the faculty are provided with excellent printing
facilities. Each lab has Laser Jet printers connected to the LAN.

The overhead projector, LEDs and multimedia projector are
available to the students and faculty for presentations and other
events along with the sound system facility.

File storage services

The students are allowed access on the LAN and systems to store
their data and relevant documents. This storage space is referred
as home Folder. Students can access their home folders from any
location via the facility of FTP account, making it easy for them to
upload data in their home folders with a lot of mobility.

The staff and students have been provided with the facility of web
email service. The unique feature of this service is that it is very
fast and supports heavy attachments as well.
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Multimedia and LEDs
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à Learn

à Progress

à Succeed

HIMS

HAMDARD INSTITUTE OF
MANAGEMENT SCIENCES (HIMS)

VISION & MISSION

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus
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Our graduates
are serving in
leading organizations:
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U.K.
U.S.A.

VISION & MISSION

HIMS strives to be the center of excellence in
providing holistic business education to
produce cutting edge leadership to meet the
challenges of dynamic global market.

Hamdard Institute of Management Sciences
(HIMS) thrives to inculcate business acumen
in its graduates through its long and
illustrious tradition of Hamdard.

PROSPECTUS 2017-18

VISION & MISSION
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MESSAGE FROM THE DEAN

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus

Message from the Dean

Dr. Muhammad Kamran Naqi Khan
On behalf of the Faculty of management Sciences, I convey my
gratitude for showing your interest in our programs. Our Primary
goal is to disseminate knowledge following the philosophy of
Shaheed Hakim Muhammed Said in developing skills that helps
our students of BBA, MBA, MBA Executive, MS, PhD in turning a
successful manager and a leader with public sprit.

PROSPECTUS 2017-18

Hamdard university of Management Sciences (HIMS) vision is to
influence and inspire its students to play an important role in
business, especially issues faced by society. There is a great need
of amalgamation of strong think tanks with managerial and
leadership potential to chalk out a road map for their future
destiny. HIMS has always focused on developing the curriculum
that highlights the multifaceted aspect of society that are required
to link the business prospective and the practices. The HIMS is
meticulously focusing on research to keep its student abreast with
the modern changes that are taking place around the world so that
they could correspond skillfully with the future challenges.
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HIMS has been a leading business school in terms of management
thinking, theory, practices and distinct useable research. We
always encourage our scholars to develop a foundation in areas of
their own interest. The programs require consistent hard work and
strong willpower, so as to harsness the techniques both in
quantitative and qualitative aspects. For the purpose the Institute
has a qualified and competent faculty that is committed to
teaching, case methods and research strengths in order to
improve the concept, understanding and professional skills
among the students, besides their interaction with the industry
and professional experts.
I am fairly confident that this prospectus will provide a useful
insight to our programs, scholarship, financial assistance, campus
facilities and research as well as other information that may
answer most of your questions. Our team warmly invites you to
HIMS with the fair amount of confidence that your time here will
be a learning and a rewarding experience.

MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus

Message from the Director (HIMS)
Habib Ahmad

Today in Pakistan the biggest challenge for business schools is to
make the modern knowledge relevant. To achieve this goal,
business schools have to work to create relevant knowledge
through industry academia partnership and by offering
specialized programs that are relevant for their industry. Hamdard
has already been focusing on the issue as it has a representation in
academia as well as in the industry.
As a viable entity HIMS focuses on both a local and global
perspective. Local in a sense that we cater for the needs of our
communities and global in the perspective that we keep our
students up to date with everything that is creating momentum
for global trends. With our interactive learning programs we want
to prepare managers' of tomorrow by inculcating our values and
staying true to our national heritage.

Learn I Progress I Succeed
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l welcome all of you to Hamdard lnstitute of Management
Sciences (HIMS) and assure you of your sound decision you have
made to invest in your future with us. Vision of Hamdard
University has always been to prepare students for current and
upcoming challenges and you can do that by staying true to your
core values with a vision for tomorrow.
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BBA

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION

BBA

BBA

BACHELOR OF
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Undergraduate Program

Bachelor of Business Administration
(BBA) 4 Years Program

PROSPECTUS 2017-18

Program Objective

This innovative program spreads over eight semesters
underscoring broad based knowledge of business studies. The
program includes disciplines of Management, Marketing, Finance,
HRM, Entrepreneurship, Economics, Behavior Sciences, IT and
Management. The program uses the talents of students and
channelize their creative energies to undertake entrepreneurship
initiatives in a challenging academic environment. The students
with comprehensive base for BBA (Hons) degree are groomed and
developed with professional acumen. The program is reinforced
with seminar discussions, use of information technology, 6-8
weeks internship and dissertation/research project and
comprehensive examination.

Design Summary

1.

2.

3.
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4.

Normal Duration: 4 Year (8 Semester)

Total Credit Hours: 138 CHs

Total number of Courses:44 Courses (3 CHs each) and a
research project (6 CHs)

Entry Requirement: 12-Year education(with minimum 50%
Marks), HIMS SAT (with minimum 50% marks) & Selection
Interview (Satisfactory)

BBA

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus

Learning Outcomes

BBA graduates are expected to communicate effectively and
professionally and to demonstrate the ability to create written and
oral statements for diverse audience across the world.
Demonstrate the ability to identify and evaluate relevant
information for decision making and make use of thinking skills to
assess the information and solve problems in uncertain
environments. Understand the importance of team work and
group dynamics in achieving organizational goals and
demonstrated ability to work effectively in teams. Understand
various leadership styles and demonstrated ability in exercising
these styles according to the requirement of the situation.
Demonstrate effectively practicing of overall functional business
knowledge and ability to identify and interpret essential business
concepts, principles and skills. Identify core organizational values
and understand the issues of ethical and social diversity and
demonstrate the ability to propose feasible solutions to these
issues.

Freshmen: Semester-1

Course Code:
SSC311
SSC312
MIS313
SSC314
MTS315
SSC316A/B

Course Title:
Study Skills
Freshmen English-1
Information Technology in Business
Psychology
Business Mathematics-1
Islamic Studies /Ethics
Total Credits:

Course Code:
MGT321
SSC322
ECO323
SSC324
MTS325
SSC326

Course Title:
Introduction to Business
Freshmen English-II
Macroeconomics
Sociology
Mathematics-II
Pakistan Studies
Total Credits:

Freshmen: Semester-2

Cr. Hours:
3
3
3
3
3
3
18

Prerequisite:
None
None
None
None
None
None

Cr. Hours:
3
3
3
3
3
3
18

Prerequisite:
None
SSC312
None
None
MTS315
None
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Understand computer-based information systems and able to
use computing tools and infrastructures to apply and interpret
functional business knowledge.
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Freshmen: Semester-3

Course Code:
ACC411
MGT412
SSC413
SSC414
SSC415

Course Title:
Principles of Accounting
Business English
Foreign language, (Arabic/Chinese/French/Germen)
History of Ideas
Logic
Total Credits:

Course Code:
FIN421
MGT422
SCI423
MIS424
MGT425
SSC426

Course Title:
Introduction to Business Finance
Oral Communication & Presentation Skills
Environmental science
Information Systems
Business Ethics
Media Studies
Total Credits:

Course Code:
ACC511
MGT512
MKT513
MTS517
ECO518
MGT516

Course Title:
Financial Accounting
Principles of Management
Principles of Marketing
Descriptive Statistics
Micro Economics
Business Communication
Total Credits:

Course Code:
ACC521
MGT522
MKT523
MTS524
FIN525
MGT526

Course Title:
Cost & management Accounting
Human Resource Management
Marketing Management
Statistical Inference
Financial Management
Operations Management
Total Credits:

Freshmen: Semester-4

Junior: Semester-5

Junior: Semester-6

Cr. Hours:
3
3
3
3
3
15

Prerequisite:
None
SSC312
None
None
None

Cr. Hours:
3
3
3
3
3
3
18

Prerequisite:
None
None
None
None
None
None

Cr. Hours:
3
3
3
3
3
3
18

Prerequisite:
ACC411
None
None
None
None
MGT412

Cr. Hours:
3
3
3
3
3
3
18

Prerequisite:
ACC511
MGT512
MKT513
MTS517
FIN421
MGT512

Senior: Semester-7

Course Code:
MGT611
MKT612
LAW613
XXX6XX
XXX6XX
XXX6XX

Course Title:
Organizational Behaviour
Business Research Methods
Business Law
Elective-1
Elective-II
Elective-III
Total Credits:

Course Code:
MGT621
MGT622
XXX6XX
PRJ623

Course Title:
Business Policy
Entrepreneurship
Elective-IV
Research Project
Total Credits:

Senior: Semester-8

Cr. Hours:
3
3
3
6
15

TOTAL CREDITS

Cr. Hours:
3
3
3
3
3
3
18

Prerequisite:
MGT512
MTS524
None
As per Elective
As per Elective
As per Elective

BBA

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus

Prerequisite:
MKT523,MGT522,FIN525
MGT512
As Per Elective
MKT 6123

138 Cr. Hrs

Internship:

Six to eight week supervised internship

Degree Awarding CGPA:

Completion of the prescribed course work with minimum degree
awarding CGPA (2.5 out of 4.0)
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Comprehensive Examination:

Satisfactory performance in the comprehensive examination to
be taken after completion of the prescribed course work
with the minimum degree awarding CGPA.
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MBA

MASTER OF BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION

MBA

MBA

MASTER OF BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION 3.5 YEARS

Find out more

For more details about your course
information and program structure, visit

www.hamdard-isb.edu.pk

or to have specific questions answered:
Tel: +92 (51) 2604387-89
Email: admissions@hamdard-isb.edu.pk

Post Graduate Program

Master of Business Administration
(MBA) 3.5 Years Program

Finance/HRM/Marketing/Management

Program Objective
1.
2.
3.

To develop professional skills, effective communication and
management.

To develop leadership skills to meet the global
environment.

To develop critical thinking and advance research skills

PROSPECTUS 2017-18

Design Summary
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1.

2.

3.
4.

Normal Duration: 3.5 Year (7 Semester)

Total Credit Hours: 96 Chs

Total Number of Courses: 32 Courses (3 CHs each) or 30
Courses (3 CHs each) and a Thesis (6 Chs)

Entry Requirement: 14- Year education (with minimum
50% marks), HIMS GAT /NTS GAT (with minimum 50%
marks) and selection interview (Satisfactory).

Semester-1

Course Code:
ACC 511
MGT512
MKT513
MTS514
ECO515
MGT516

Course Title:
Financial Accounting
Principles of Management
Principles of Marketing
Business Maths & Stats
Business Economics
Business Communication
Total Credits:

Course Code:
ACC521
MGT522
MKT523
MTS524
FIN525
MGT526

Course Title:
Cost & Management Accounting
Human Resource Management
Marketing Management
Statistical Inference
Introduction to Business Finance
Operations Management
Total Credits:

Course Code:
MGT611
MGT612
LAW613
FIN614
XXX6XX

Course Title:
Organizational Behaviour

Semester-2

Semester-3

Business Research Methods
Business Law
Financial Management
Elective-I
Total Credits:

Cr. Hours:
3
3
3
3
3
3
18

Prerequisite:
None
None
None
None
None
None

Cr. Hours:
3
3
3
3
3
3
18

Prerequisite:
ACC511
MGT512
MKT513
MTS514
None
MGT512

Cr. Hours:
3

Prerequisite:
MGT512
MTS524
None
FIN525
As per Elective

3
3
3
3
15
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Semester-4

Course Code:
MGT621
MGT622
MIS623
XXX6XX
XXX6XX

Course Title:
Business Policy
Entrepreneurship
Management Information Systems
Elective-II
Elective-III
Total Credits:

Course Code:
MGT724
MKT712
MGT713
MGT714

Course Title:
Advance Research Method
Strategic Marketing
Advanced Strategic Management
Leadership & Change
Total Credits:

Course Code:
FIN711
XXX7XX
XXX7XX
XXX7XX

Course Title:
Strategic Finance
Elective-IV
Elective-V
Elective-VI
Total Credits:

Semester-5

Semester-6

Cr. Hours:
3
3
3
3
3
15

Prerequisite:
MKT523,MGT522,FIN525
MGT512
None
As per Elective
As Per Elective

Cr. Hours:
3
3
3
3
12

Prerequisite:
None
MKT523
MKT523,FIN525,MGT522
MGT512

Cr. Hours:
3
3
3
3
12

Prerequisite:
FIN525
As per Elective
As per Elective
As per Elective

MBA

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus

Course Code:
XXX7XX
XXX7XX
THE730

Course Title:
Elective-VII
Elective-VIII
OR
Thesis
Total Credits:

Semester-7

Cr. Hours:
6

6

TOTAL CREDITS

Prerequisite:
As per Elective
As Per Elective
Prescribed Course Work

96 Cr. Hrs

Internship:

Six to eight week supervised internship

Degree Awarding CGPA:

Completion of the prescribed course work with minimum degree
awarding CGPA (2.5 out of 4.0)

Satisfactory performance in the comprehensive examination to
be taken after completion of the prescribed course work with
the minimum degree awarding CGPA.

Total credit Hours- 66

Degree Awarding CGPA: Completion of the prescribed course
work with minimum degree awarding CGPA (2.5 out of 4).
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Comprehensive Examination:
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MBA

MBA

MASTER OF BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION 2.5 YEARS

Find out more

For more details about your course
information and program structure, visit

www.hamdard-isb.edu.pk

or to have specific questions answered:
Tel: +92 (51) 2604387-89
Email: admissions@hamdard-isb.edu.pk

Post Graduate Program

Master of Business Administration
(MBA) 2.5 Years Program

Finance/Marketing/Management

Design Summary
1.

Normal Duration: 2.5 Year (5 Semester)

3.

Total Number of Courses: 22 Courses (3 CHs each) or 20
Courses (3 CHs each) and a Thesis (6 Chs)

2.

PROSPECTUS 2017-18

4.
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Total Credit Hours: 66 Chs

Entry Requirement: 16- Year non- business education with
minimum 50% Marks, HIMS GAT /NTS GAT (with minimum
50% marks) and selection interview (Satisfactory).

Course Code:
ACC521
MGT522
MKT523
MTS524
FIN525
MGT526

Semester-1

Course Title:
Financial Accounting
Principles of Management
Principles of Marketing
Business Maths & Stats
Business Economics
Business Communication
Total Credits:

Semester-2

Course Title:
Cost & Management Accounting
Human Resource Management
Marketing Management
Statistical Inference
Introduction to Business Finance
Operations Management
Total Credits:

Semester-3

Course Code:
MKT712
MGT713
MGT714
FIN614

Course Title:
Strategic Marketing
Advanced strategic Management
Leadership & Change
Financial Management
Total Credits:

Course Code:
FIN711
MGT724
XXX7XX
XXX7XX

Course Title:
Strategic Finance
Advance Research Method
Elective-I
Elective-II
Total Credits:

Semester-4

Cr. Hours:
3
3
3
3
3
3
18

Prerequisite:
None
None
None
None
None
None

Cr. Hours:
3
3
3
3
3
3
18

Prerequisite:
FIN511
MGT512
MKT513
MTS514
None
MGT512

Cr. Hours:
3
3
3
3
12

Prerequisite:
MKT523
MKT523
MGT512
FIN525

Cr. Hours:
3
3
3
3
12

Prerequisite:
FIN614
MTS524
As Per Elective
As Per Elective
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Course Code:
FIN511
MGT512
MKT513
MTS514
ECO515
MGT516

MBA

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus
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Course Code:
XXX7XX
XXX7XX

Course Title:
Elective-III
Elective-IV
OR
Thesis
Total Credits:

Semester-5

TOTAL CREDITS

Cr. Hours:
3
3

Prerequisite:
As per Elective
As Per Elective

6
6

66 Cr. Hrs

Internship:
PROSPECTUS 2017-18

Six to eight week supervised internship
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Degree Awarding CGPA:

Completion of the prescribed course work with minimum degree
awarding CGPA (2.5 out of 4.0)

Comprehensive Examination:

Satisfactory performance in the comprehensive examination to
be taken after completion of the prescribed course work with
the minimum degree awarding CGPA.

MBA

MBA

MASTER OF BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION 1.5 YEARS

Post Graduate Program

Master of Business Administration
(MBA) 1.5 Years Program

Finance/HRM/Marketing/Management

Design Summary
1.

Normal Duration: 1.5 Year (3- Semester)

3.

Total Number of Courses: 10 Courses (3 CHs each) or 8
Courses (3 CHs each) and a Thesis (6 Chs)

4.

Total Credit Hours: 30 Chs

For more details about your course
information and program structure, visit

www.hamdard-isb.edu.pk

or to have specific questions answered:
Tel: +92 (51) 2604387-89
Email: admissions@hamdard-isb.edu.pk

Entry Requirement: 16- Year business education (with
minimum 50% marks), HIMS GAT /NTS GAT (with minimum
50% marks) and selection interview (Satisfactory).
PROSPECTUS 2017-18

2.

Find out more
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Semester-1

Course Title:
Advance Research Method
Strategic Marketing
Advanced Strategic Management
Leadership & Change
Total Credits:

Course Code:
FIN711
XXX7XX
XXX7XX
XXX7XX

Course Title:
Strategic Finance
Elective-I
Elective-II
Elective-III
Total Credits:

Course Code:
XXX7XX
XXX7XX

Course Title:
Elective-IV
Elective-V
OR
THESIS*
Total Credits:

MBA

Course Code:
MGT722
MKT712
MGT713
MGT714

THE730

Semester-2

Semester-3

TOTAL CREDITS

Cr. Hours:
3
3
3
3
12

Prerequisite:
MGT524
None
None
None

Cr. Hours:
3
3
3
3
12

Prerequisite:
FIN614
As per elective
As per elective
As per elective

Cr. Hours:
3
3

Prerequisite:

6
6

30 Cr. Hrs

Internship

PROSPECTUS 2017-18

Six to eight week supervised internship
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Degree Awarding CGPA:
* Students optioning for thesis shall be
required to follow the MS Course work in
Semester-2.
* Advance quantitative analysis may be
taken as an elective

Completion of the prescribed course work with minimum degree
awarding CGPA (2.5 out of 4.0)

Comprehensive Examination:

Satisfactory performance in the comprehensive examination to
be taken after completion of the prescribed course work with
the minimum degree awarding CGPA.
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MS

MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

MS

MS

MASTERS OF SCIENCE
IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Masters of Science

in Business Administration
This program has been designed to reinforce a culture of research
through interactive paradigm. This helps build knowledge to
address issues in the field of Business Administration which are
only pertinent for our development, but also strategically
significant for advancing scholarship in the disciplines of
marketing, management, entrepreneurship, HRM, finance and
other related fields.

Objective:
Ÿ

PROSPECTUS 2017-18

Ÿ
Ÿ

To promote a broader exposure.

To develop proficiency in communication, marketing, HRM
and Management to meet the global challenges in the
business world.

We are offering specialization in the following disciplines:
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

60

To develop advance and multiple skills to be more
competent in current environment.

Ÿ
Ÿ

General management
Finance

Marketing

Human Resource Management

Entrepreneurship and information Technology Management

MS

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus

Duration:

Normal period of completion of program is 4 semesters/ two
years.
8 courses: 3 Credit Hours each

Thesis: 6 Credit Hours

Total: 30 Credit Hours

The students with Non Business studies Masters Degree holders
have to complete 60 credit hours. Requests for transfers of
credit(s) and exemption will be considered as per University rules
on provision of relevant documents.

Find out more

For more details about your course
information and program structure, visit

www.hamdard-isb.edu.pk

or to have specific questions answered:
Tel: +92 (51) 2604387-89
Email: admissions@hamdard-isb.edu.pk

Ÿ

Ÿ

BBA/MBA (16 years of education) from HEC Accredited
University in any discipline preferably in Business
Administration and Social Sciences. GMAT, NTS score as per
Hamdard University policy. For further information contact
Hamdard University.

The candidates will have to clear comprehensive interview
conducted by HIMS- Research/Admission Committee.

PROSPECTUS 2017-18

Eligibility for MS Program:
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MS

MS

MASTERS OF SCIENCE
IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 2 YEARS
Design Summary:
1.

2.

3.
4.

Normal Duration: 2 Year (3/4- Semester)

Total credit Hours: 30 Credit Hours (CHs)

Total Number of Courses: 8 Courses (3 CHs each) and a
Thesis (6 CHs)

Entry Requirement: 16- Year business education (with
minimum 50% marks HIMS GAT /NTS GAT (with minimum
50% Marks and selection interview (Satisfactory).

PROSPECTUS 2017-18

The students with Non Business Studies and with Master's degree
holders have to complete 60 credit hours. Requests for transfer of
credits(s) and exemption will be considered as per University, rules
on provision of relevant documents.
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MS

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus

Course Title:
Advance Research Method
Strategic Marketing
Advanced Strategic Management
Leadership and Change
Total Credits:

Course Code:
XXX7XX
XXX7XX
MTS723
FIN711

Course Title:
IS for Publication-I/Elective
IS for Publication-II/ Elective
Advanced Quantitative Analysis
Strategic Finance
Total Credits:

Course Code:
THE730

Course Title:
Thesis
Total Credits:

Semester-2

TOTAL CREDITS

Semester-3

Cr. Hours: Prerequisite:
3
None
3
None
None
3
3
None
12

Cr. Hours:
3
3
3
3
12

Prerequisite:
None
None
None
None

Cr. Hours:
6
6

Prerequisite:

30 Cr. Hrs

PROSPECTUS 2017-18

Semester-1

Course Code:
MGT722
MKT712
MGT713
MGT714
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MS

MS

MASTERS OF SCIENCE
IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 3 YEARS
Design Summary:
1.

Normal Duration: 3 Years (5/6 Semesters)

3.

Total Number of Courses: 21 Courses (3 CHs each) and a
Thesis (6 CHs)

2.

PROSPECTUS 2017-18

4.
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Course Code:
ACC511
MGT512
MKT513
MTS514
SSC516
ECO515

Total credit Hours: 69 Credit Hours (CHs)

Entry Requirement: 16- Year business education (with
minimum 50% marks HIMS GAT/NTS GAT (with minimum
50% Marks and selection interview (Satisfactory).

Pre-MS Semester-1

Course Title:
Financial Accounting
Principles of Management
Principles of Marketing
Business Maths & Stats
Business Communication
Business Economics
Total Credits:

Cr. Hours:
3
3
3
3
3
3
18

Prerequisite:
None
None
None
None
None
None

Course Title:
Cost & Management Accounting
Human Resource Management
Marketing Management
Inferential Statistics
Introduction to Business Finance
Operations Management
Total Credits:

Course Code:
MKT712
MGT713
MGT714
MGT722
FSN614

Course Title:
Strategic Marketing
Advanced Strategic Management
Leadership & Change
Advance Research Methods
Financial Management
Total Credits:

Course Code:
FIN711
MTS723
XXX7XX
XXX7XX

Course Title:
Strategic Finance
Advanced Quantitative Analysis
Is for Publication-1/Elective
Is for Publication-1/Elective
Total Credits:

Course Code:
THE730

Course Title:
Thesis
Total Credits:

MS Semester-1

Cr. Hours:
3
3
3
3
3
15

MS Semester-2

MS Semester-3/4

Cr. Hours:
6

TOTAL CREDITS

Degree Awarding CGPA:

Degree Awarding CGPA: Completion of the prescribed course
work with minimum degree awarding CGPA (2.5 out of 4)

Cr. Hours:
3
3
3
3
3
3
18

Prerequisite:
ACC511
MGT512
MKT513
MTS514
None
MGT512

Prerequisite:
FIN525
MKT523, MGT522
MGT512
MTS524

Cr. Hours:
3
3
3
3
12

Prerequisite:
FIN711
MTS524
None
None

Prerequisite:
Prescribed Course Work
6

69 Cr. Hrs

PROSPECTUS 2017-18

Pre-MS Semester-2

Course Code:
ACC521
MGT522
MKT523
MTS524
FIN525
MGT526

MS

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus
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ALUMNI

ALUMNI
Faheem Sardar
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MBA Finance
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My relationship with Hamdard University goes back more than
seventeen years. It is a multifaceted relationship which ranges
from studying to teaching and interaction at various levels. I had
not only the pleasure of studying at Hamdard University
(Islamabad Campus) where I did my MBA Finance, but I also had
the privilege of teaching basic and advanced Finance and
Investment subjects in MBA and BBA. Although I graduated more
than 17 years ago, Hamdard University and I have remained in
touch with each other – and for good measure. Hamdard is a name
associated with Pakistan since 1947. Hamdard’s journey into
education, and that too Management Sciences has been vibrant
and that becomes part of the lives of its graduates. Making this
heritage a part of the graduates’, helps individuals make the best
of themselves.

ELECTIVES MBA

ELECTIVES
Course Code:
MGT631
MGT632
MGT633
MGT634
MGT635
MGT636
MGT637
MGT638
MGT639
MGT640
MGT641
MGT642
MGT643
MGT644
MGT645
MGT646
MGT647
MGT648
MGT649
MGT650

Management

Course Title:
Small Business Management
Negotiation Skills
Comparative Management
International Business Management
Public sector Management
Hotel Management
Total Quality Management
Knowledge Management
Crises Management
NGOs Management
Environmental Management
Project Management
Corporate Social Responsibility
Family Business Management
Social Entrepreneurship
Corporate Entrepreneurship
Leadership Management
Management Decision Making
Change Management
New Business Ventures

Cr. Hours:
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
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Electives 600
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ELECTIVES MBA
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Project Management

Course Code:
PJM631
PJM632
PJM633
PJM634
PJM635
PJM636
PJM637
PJM638
PJM639
PJM640
PJM641
PJM642
PJM643
PJM644
PJM645
PJM646
PJM647
PJM648
PJM649

Course Title:
Project Management
Sustainability Fundamentals for Project Managers
Introduction to project Scheduling
Project Procurement Management
Evolving as Project Leader
Introduction to Advanced Scheduling
Managing Projects in Dynamic Environment
Project risk Management
Project Communications Management
MS Project: Creating & Managing Projects
Project Management Processes
Project Scope Management
Project Time Management
Project Cost Management
Project Quality Management
Project stakeholder Management
Project Human Resource Management
Project Integration Management
Project life Cycle & Organization

Course Code:
HRM631
HRM632
HRM633
HRM634
HRM635
HRM636
HRM637
HRM638
HRM639
HRM640
HRM641
HRM642
HRM643
HRM644
HRM645
HRM646
HRM647
HRM648
HRM649
HRM650
HRM651
HRM652
HRM653
HRM654

Course Title:
Management of Change
Executive Personality Development
Trainign& Development
Leadership & Teamwork
Job Analysis & Design
Occupational Health & Safety
Industrial relations Management
Human resource Information System
Industrial relations Management
Recruitment &Selection Techniques
Performance Appraisal
Salary & Compensation Benefit
Organization Development
Employee & Labor Relations
Workforce Planning & Employment
Entrepreneurial Leadership
Career Management
Employee Resourcing
Energizing People for Performance
Industrial Psychology
Stress Management
Conflict Management
Creativity Motivation
Performance Management

Human Resource Management

Cr. Hours:
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Cr. Hours:
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Course Title:
Supply Chain Management
Procurement Management
Logistic Management
Materials Management
Effective Procurement
Warehousing & Inventory Management
Supply Chain Process Redesign
Global Supply Chain Game
Performance Measure in the Supply Chain
Supply Chain Sustainability

Course Code:
FIN 631
FIN 632
FIN 633
FIN 634
FIN 635
FIN 636
FIN 637
FIN 638
FIN 639
FIN 640
FIN 641
FIN 642
FIN 643
FIN 644
FIN 645
FIN 646
FIN 647
FIN 648
FIN 649
FIN 650
FIN 651
FIN 652
FIN 653
FIN654

Course Title:
Project Evaluation
Security Analysis & Investment
Corporate Finance
Working Capital Management
Entrepreneurial Finance
Islamic Modes of Financing
Investment Analysis & Portfolio Management
Insurance Management
Capital Markets
Auditing & Taxation
International Finance
Fixed Income Securities
Risk Management
Derivatives & Options
Treasury& Fund Management
Credit Evaluation & Risk Management
Corporate Law
Taxation
Financial Reporting
Analysis & Financial Statements
Financial Institutions & Markets
Real estate Investments
Behavioral Finance
Financial Modelling

Course Code:
ECO631
ECO632
ECO633
ECO634

Course Title:
Econometrics
Development Economics
Economic development of Pakistan
Monetary Economics

Finance & Accounting

Economics

Cr. Hours:
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Cr. Hours:
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Cr. Hours:
3
3
3
3

PROSPECTUS 2017-18

Supply Chain Management

Course Code:
SCH 631
SCH 632
SCH 633
SCH 634
SCH 635
SCH 636
SCH637
SCH638
SCH639
SCH640

ELECTIVES MBA

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus
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Course Code:
ECO635
ECO636
ECO637
ECO638
ECO639
ECO640

Course Code:
IT631
IT632
IT633
IT634
IT635
IT636
IT637
IT638
IT639
IT640
IT641
IT642
IT643
IT644
IT645
IT646
IT647
IT648
IT649
IT650
IT651
IT652
IT653
IT654
IT655
IT656
IT657
IT658
IT659
IT 660
IT 661
IT 662
IT 663
IT664

Economics

Course Title:
Public Finance
Comparative Econometric Systems
Managerial Economic Systems
Micro Finance
Global Economics
Islamic Banking & Finance

Information Technology

Course Title:
E-Business & Internet Business Models
Business Process Reengineering
Business Continuity Management
Certified Information System Auditor (CISA)
Management Support systems
Knowledge Management Systems
IT Supported Project Management
IS Audit & Compliance
ERP-Customer relationship Management
ERP Supply chain Management
ERP Oracle Financials
ERP Human Resource Management
Management Support systems
Strategic Support Planning
Expert Systems
Business Software Applications
Seminar in IT
Business Intelligence
Multimedia Applications
Web Page Design
E-Commerce & E-Enterprise
Accounting Information Systems
IT in Research
IT in Education
Data Structure & Algorithm
Fundamentals of Programming
Objected Oriented Programming
Operating Systems
Data Warehousing & Data Mining
IT Services & Infrastructure Management
Usable Security
Information Security & Risk Management
Malicious Software & Underground Economy
Information Security Management System

Cr. Hours:
3
3
3
3
3
3

Cr. Hours:
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Course Code:
MGH631
MGH632
MGH633
MGH634
MGH635
MGH636
MGH637
MGH638
MGH639
MGH640
MGH641
MGH642
MGH643
MGH644

Marketing

Course Title:
Public relations Management
Sales Management
Product Management
Cyber Marketing
Distribution Cost Analysis
Advertising
Marketing Research
Services Marketing
Tourism Marketing
Rural Marketing
Retailing / Retail Management
Business to Business Marketing
Direct Marketing
Sales Promotion
International Marketing
Brand Management
Personal Selling
Export Marketing
Integrated Marketing Communication
Industrial Marketing
Marketing of IT Products
Media Marketing
Marketing of Entrepreneurs
Marketing of Financial Services
Consumer Behavior
Dynamics of Distribution & Logistics
Social Marketing
Social Media Marketing
Managing Consumer Bands
Launching Services & New Products & Services

Health care & Pharmacy management

Course Title:
Hospital Management
Human Resource Management in Health Care
Concepts of primary Health Care
Marketing of Health Services
Inventory controls in Hospitals
Epidemiology
Environmental health Assessment & Monitoring
Quality in Health Care
Financial Management of Health Services
managerial Accounting of Health Services
Financial Management of Health Services
Pharmaceutical Marketing
Pharmaceutical Manufacturing /Globalization
Economics & Management of Pharmaceutical Firm

Cr. Hours:
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Cr. Hours:
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

PROSPECTUS 2017-18

Course Code:
MKT 631
MKT 632
MKT 633
MKT 634
MKT 635
MKT 636
MKT 637
MKT 638
MKT 639
MKT 640
MKT 641
MKT 642
MKT 643
MKT 644
MKT 645
MKT 646
MKT 647
MKT 648
MKT 649
MKT 650
MKT 651
MKT 652
MKT 653
MKT 654
MKT 655
MKT 656
MKT 657
MKT 658
MKT 659
MKT 660

ELECTIVES MBA

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus
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ELECTIVES MBA/MS

Course Code:
MGE631
MGE632

Course Code:
MED631
MED632
MED633
MED634
MED635
MED636
MED637

Course Code:
BNK631
BNK632
BNK633
BNK634
BNK635
BNK636
BNK637
BNK638
BNK639
BNK640
BNK641
BNK642

Energy Management

Course Title:
Energy Trading and Risk Management
New and Renewable Energy Resources

Education Management

Course Title:
Education Management
School Improvement
Financial Management in Educational Institutions
Campus Management Solution
Educational leadership & Management
Management of Higher education Institutions
Issues in Higher Education In Pakistan

Banking

Course Title:
Investment Banking
Islamic Banking and Finance
Management Accounting for Financial Services
Musharika Management
Mudariba Management
Takaful Management
Branch Banking
Business Communication for Financial Services
Financial System and Prudential Regulations
Information Technology in Financial Services
Accounting for Financial Services
Credit, Financial Market &Operational Risk Management

Cr. Hours:
3
3

Cr. Hours:
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Cr. Hours:
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
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ELECTIVES 700
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Course Code:
MGT731
MGT732
MGT733
MGT734
MGT735
MGT736
MGT737
MGT738
MGT739

Management

Course Title:
Advanced Entrepreneurship
Seminar in Management
Operations Research
Seminars in Business Communication
Corporate Governance
Qualitative Research in Business
Corporate Strategy
Business Strategy
New Venture

Cr. Hours:
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus

Course Code:
PJM731
PJM732
PJM733
PJM734
PJM 735
PJM736
PJM737
PJM738
PJM739
PJM740
PJM741
PJM742
PJM743
PJM744
PJM 745
PJM 746

Course Title:
Nonlinear Programming in Project Management
Probabilistic Optimization in Project Management
Advanced Project Management
Advanced Project Scheduling
Advanced Project Procurement Management
Advanced Project Risk Management
Advanced Project Communications Management
Advanced Project Management Processes
Advanced Project Scope Management
Advanced Project Time Management
Advanced Project Cost Management
Advanced Project Quality Management
Advanced Project Stake Management
Advanced Project Human Resource Management
Advanced Project Integration Management
Advanced Project Life Cycle & Organization

Project Management

Human Resources Management

Course Code:
HRM731
HRM732
HRM733
HRM734
HRM735
HRM736
HRM737
HRM738
HRM739
HRM740
HRM 741
HRM742

Course Title:
Seminar in HRM
Strategic Human Resources Management
Advanced Recruitment & Selection
Advanced Training & Development
Training Expatriate Managers
Contemporary Issues & Trends in HRM
High Performance People Skills for Leaders
Human Resource Strategy In Transforming Organizations
Coaching for HR Professionals
Advanced Career Management
Industrial Psychology
Advanced Performance Management

Course Code:
SCH731
SCH732
SCH 733

Course Title:
Supply Chain Risk Management
Strategic Supply Chain management
Advanced Logistics Management

Supply Chain Management

Cr. Hours:
3
3
3

Cr. Hours:
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Cr. Hours:
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Cr. Hours:
3
3
3

ELECTIVES MS

Course Title:
Industry & Competitive Analysis
Strategy Formulation
Business Forecasting

PROSPECTUS 2017-18

Management

Course Code:
MGT740
MGT741
MGT 742
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ELECTIVES MS
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Supply Chain Management

Course Code:
SCH734
SCH735
SCH736
SCH737
SCH738
SCH739

Course Title:
Supply Chain Process Redesign
Global Supply Chain Game
Performance Measure In Supply Chain
Six Sigma in Supply Chain
Supply Chain Sustainability
Advanced Supply Chain Management

Course Code:
FIN731
FIN732
FIN733
FIN734
FIN735
FIN736
FIN737
FIN738
FIN739
FIN740
FIN741
FIN742
FIN743
FIN744
FIN745

Course Title:
Corporate Restructuring
Buyouts & Acquisitions
Venture Capital
Financing Entrepreneurial Venture
Tax Management
International Financial Management
Seminar in Finance
Advanced Corporate Finance
Business Financing Decisions
Financial Econometrics
Advanced Tax Management
Advanced Financial Reporting and Analysis
Advanced Accounting
Advanced Cost Accounting
Advanced Management Accounting

Course Code:
ECO731
ECO732
ECO733
ECO734

Course Title:
Global Economics
Economic Modelling
Advanced Econometrics
Seminars in Economics

Course Code:
IT731
IT732
IT733
IT734
IT735
IT736
IT737
IT738
IT739
IT740

Finance & Accounting

Economics

Information Technology

Course Title:
Online Consumer Behavior
omputational Advertisement
Computational Social Science
Modern Call Center Management
Bio Informatics
Enterprise Systems
Business Intelligence Knowledge and Data Discovery
Health Informatics
Advanced Data base Management systems
Computer Security & Cryptography

Cr. Hours:
3
3
3
3
3
3

Cr. Hours:
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Cr. Hours:
3
3
3
3

Cr. Hours:
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

MKT731
MKT732
MKT733
MKT734
MKT735
MKT736
MKT737
MKT738
MKT739

Information Technology

Course Title:
Computer Architecture & Organization
Data Communication & Data Networks
Advanced Cryptography
Designing & Executing Information Security Strategies
Secure Software Development
MARKETING
Advanced Consumer Behavior
Advanced Marketing Research
Seminar in Marketing
Global /International marketing
Marketing Strategies in Emerging Markets
Strategic Consumer Insight
Green Marketing
Sustainability Marketing
Competitive Intelligence

Health Care and Pharmacy Management

Course Code:
MGP731
MGP732
MGP733
MGP734
MGP735
MGP736

Course Title:
Customer Satisfaction and Drug Management
Pharmaceutical Marketing Global Perspective
Medical Technology evaluation
Managing Physicians
Malpractice and Medical Litigation
Project management in healthcare

Course Code:
MGE731
MGE732
MGE733
MGE734

Course Title:
Renewable Energy Project Analysis
Energy Environment Interface
Green and Sustainable Development
Global Energy business

Course Code:
MED731
MED732
MED733
MED734

Course Title:
Education Planning and Management
School Management
Strategic Business Communication in Higher Education
Quality Control in Higher Education

Energy Management

Educational Management

Cr. Hours:
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Cr. Hours:
3
3
3
3
3
3

Cr. Hours:
3
3
3
3

Cr. Hours:
3
3
3
3
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Course Code:
IT741
IT742
IT743
IT744
IT745

ELECTIVES MS

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus
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ELECTIVES MS

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus

Course Code:
BNK731
BNK732
BNK733
BNK734
BNK735
BNK736
BNK737

Banking

Course Title:
Strategic Finance in Islamic Banking
Islamic Corporate Finance
Seminar in Islamic Banking
Islamic Banking Product Development
International Financial Trade & Treasury Management
Agricultural Banking & Finance
SME Banking & Finance

Cr. Hours:
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
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International Linkages Supportive System for
Research:
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In order to reinforce our programs our University and Institute
will utilize international linkages to strengthen our research
activities. For this the institute and faculty are highly indebted
for the support of Prof. Toshio Sugimen, Professor of Group
Dynamic, Graduate School of Human and Environmental studies
Kyoto University, Japan for extending research facilities to our
senior faculty during 2008-2009 and his continued support and
help in our research endeavors.

Research Committee - MS Program:
The institute has arranged services of competent
faculty/scholars having national and international exposures to
facilitate our research programs.

HIMS

i
The examination of all programs is conducted on semester
system basis. Grading are awarded as per University's rules. The
students are required to maintain minimum 2.5 CGPA to earn
degree of the program. Students of MBA and BBA (Hons)
Programs will also clear comprehensive examination at the end
of the program.

Financial Assistance and Scholarship Program:

Hamdard University offers fee packages that are reasonable and
affordable for students. Our financial assistance program not
only reinforces our commitment to quality education but also
overcome hard pressing need of financial support in tuition fee
for promising and academically sound students on the basis of
merit cum need and hardship. The financial assistance will
reduce the cost of program.

PROSPECTUS 2017-18

Conduct of Examination:
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HIMS

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus

Seminars/Workshops
Hamdard Institute of Management Sciences holds seminars and
workshops on various topics of interest for the students and
professionals studying in the Executive program. These
seminars help the students to acquire new trends in the market
and network with other professionals.

PROSPECTUS 2017-18

Extra Curricular Activities
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HIMS organizes extracurricular activities in every semester
where students are able to demonstrate their leadership and
group skills. HIMS organized Entrepreneurs day where students
showed their business side. HIMS also plays an active role in
community development and holds various community
development activities throughout the year. Recently HIMS went
to trail 5 and cleaned the trail.

RULES & REGULATIONS

ACADEMIC
PROGRAMS

RULES AND REGULATIONS

Students admitted to HIMS must abide by all academic and
administrative rules, as approved or modified by HU/HIMS from
time to time. All admissions are provisional and HIMS reserves
the right to cancel admission of students for indiscipline,
violating rules, providing false information, manipulating the
documents or for any other reason. The students are required to
adhere to the code of ethics and conduct for HIMS students.

The students will be considered on the roles of the University
after due enrolment. Duly filled in enrolment form along with
necessary documents must be submitted in the office of the
Deputy Registrar (Academic), through HIMS office, within six
weeks from the date of admission in any program at HIMS. A
student who fails to do so will be liable to cancellation of
admission without a refund of fees. Fresh enrolment shall be
required for each degree program. The following documents are
to be submitted along with the enrolment form.
Ÿ
Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ

A copy of matriculation certificate along with the original.

A copy of the pre-requisite certificates/diplomas/degrees
along with the originals.

A copy of the pre-requisite certification /diplomas / degree
along with the originals.

Originals marks sheet(s) of the requisite examination (s) to
be retained by the university.

Six recent photographs of 1'' x 1'' size.
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Ÿ

A copy of student's C.N.I.C. (Or father's C.N.I.C. along with
form 'B' from students under 18 years of age).

Students seeking admission on the basis of 'A' levels or degrees
from foreign institution /universities are required to obtain and
submit “Equivalence Certificate “from the Inter Board
Committee of Chairmen Islamabad /Karachi in case of
Matriculation, Intermediate. The equivalence certificate should
be obtained from Higher Education Commission, Islamabad in
case of bachelors or masters.
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Punctuality and regular attendance in lectures and other course
related work is necessary. A minimum of 75% attendance is
compulsory in every course. From the date of commencement of
a course, a maximum absence of 4 sessions in regular semester
shall be allowed. Absence exceeding these limits will result in
award of an 'F' grade in the respective course. In certain
exceptional cases such as hospitalization, on production of
suitable proof the attendance requirement may be relaxed.

Teaching Methodology

A typical 3 credit hour course is delivered in 42-48 teaching
hours including examinations, 3 hours per week spread over
roughly 16-18 weeks in a regular semester 6 hours per week
spread over 8 weeks in summer semester teaching mix consists
of lectures assignments seminar research reject, guess speaker
sessions and /or any other learning activity suited to the course

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus

Course Load

The normal course load for every semester shall be followed as
stated in the respective program offering in the prospectus. The
institute reserves the right to change the number ad
composition of the courses required for a degree program due to
any reason.

Examination
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as determined by the course instructor in consultation with the
coordinator concerned and Director.

The SGPA (Semester Grade Point Average) and CGA (Cumulative
Grade Points Average) shall be calculated according to the under
mentioned formulae:

Sum over courses in semester (Course Credit Hours X Grade
Point Earned)
SGPA=_________________________
Total Semester Credit Hours

Sum over all taken course in all semesters

(Courses Credit hours x Grade Point earned)

CGPA =________________________
Total Credit hours taken all semesters

Grading Scheme

A typical 3 credit hours course offered in all programs shall be
evaluated on the following:
Quizzes, Assignments etc 30%

Mid Term examination 30%
Final Examination 40%

Depending on special requirements of any course, the instructor
may prescribe a different scheme of evaluation with the
approval of the Director. Students shall not be allowed to take
examinations: (a) if they fail to produce I.D Cards in the Midterm
Examination and Admit Cards (issued by Academic Office after
all necessary clearances) in the semester Final Examination
and/ or (b) if they are defaulting in payment of fee or they have
not completed enrolment formalities.

Dropping /changing a course

A student may apply to drop /change a course within the first
two weeks from the start of the semester /course in a regular
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semester. Students are not encouraged to drop more than one
course in a semester. A written permission shall be required on
the prescribed “Course Drop Form” with “No Objection” from the
course instructor and recommendation of the coordinator
concerned. The fee paid for such courses shall not lapse and
accounted for later. A course taken in summer semester or on
weekends cannot be dropped.

Withdrawal from a Course
A student may apply for withdrawal from course within 10
weeks of start of session, in a regular semester. A written
permission from the Director shall be required note prescribed
“Course withdrawal Form with “No” objection form the course
instructor and recommendation of the coordinator concerned.
Withdrawal from a course taken in summer semester must be
applied one day before the mid- term examination. The students
who are allowed withdrawal will not be awarded 'F' in the course
and the course will not be counted for the purpose of calculating
GPA/CGPA. The fee paid for such course shall not be refunded.

Incomplete course
A student who has completed all attendance requirements in
course and taken all class test and quizzes with a minimum of
50% marks in the semester work and fails to appear in the final
examination due to some urgency reason may apply for
deferment with joint recommendation of the course instructor
and the Coordinator concerned. After the approval of the
Director, the student shall be granted deferment which will not
count in CGPA. The students must apply for conversion and shall
be given an examination paper of 40 marks within six weeks
from the date of the final examination of that course. Failing
which the student will be awarded F.
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A student may be permitted to drop a maximum of two
semesters for genuine reason during a degree program. The
period of discontinuation shall be included in the validity period
of his /her enrolment.

Promotion to the next higher semester
A minimum CGPA of 2.5 is required for promotion. However the
students with CGPA less than 1.8 will be on probation. The
student who fails /drops/withdraws four or more courses will
not be promoted as well. If a student fails to achieve CGPA 2.5 in
two consecutive semesters, his/her name shall be removed
from the rolls of the University.

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus

Students are required to obtain a minimum cumulative grade
point average (CPGA) of 2.5 out of 4.0 to earn any degree
/diploma and pass a comprehensive examination as per rules.
The student with CGPA of less than 1.8 shall be required to
improve by repeating the course with a “C” Grade to fulfill the
eligibility requirements.

Promotion form BBA-4 Years to MBA

BBA students with deficiencies/CGPA less than 2.5 shall not be
eligible for promotion to MBA. They shall be required to remove
deficiencies by improving CGPA.
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Eligibility for Award for Degree

Improvements of CGPA
Students having CGPA of less than 3.0 may be permitted to
repeat only those courses in which they have earned “C” Grade.
Such courses may be taken in a regular semester. Weekend or
summer program on payment of requisite course fee,
permission to repeat a course shall be given only once. If a
student fails or gets a poorer result in subsequent attempt,
his/her previous result shall remain intact.

Migration and Transfer of Credits

Exemption in a course shall be allowed only if the course
contents match at least 80% with the corresponding course at
HIMS.

Migration from a recognized Institute/University shall be
allowed only if the student has completed at least one semester,
at the parent Institute/University. It is also incumbent upon the
student to complete at least 50% of his/her course work at
HIMS.
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Students seeking admission on advanced standing basis are
allowed exemption for similar courses passed in at least 'B”
grade from a recognized chartered institution provided they also
fulfill the required admission criteria for the relevant degree
program and on payment of requisite fee for migration
/exemption. The equivalence of course outline shall be
determined by the concerned committee, NOC /Clearances from
the institute /University, is required to be submitted by the
student to get admission at HIMS. If a foreign citizen migrates
from abroad , he/she shall be required to provide NOC from the
relevant Ministry of the Government of Pakistan.
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Maximum Course Load
Maximum course load shall be determined on the basis of
performance of the student as under:
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GPA/CGPA below 2.5

Only deficiency course (in which the student has failed) shall be
offered. Total number of courses must not exceed the normal
course load of the staying semester.

Total number of course including deficiency course if any shall
not exceed the normal course load of the probationary
semester.

More than GPA/CGPA 2.5 to 3.0

Normal course load of the semester plus one deficiency course.
More than GPA/CGPA 3.0

Normal course load the semester plus two deficiency courses.

Find out more

For more details about your course
information and program structure, visit

www.hamdard-isb.edu.pk

or to have specific questions answered:
Tel: +92 (51) 2604387-89
Email: admissions@hamdard-isb.edu.pk

A minimum CGPA of 2.5 is mandatory for the award of a degree.
Repeating/ improving/grade/dropping a course or semester/
incomplete/taking course from other campuses of this
university shall disqualify the student for award of positions/
medals. Those students who fail to complete the degree
requirements shall only be eligible for award of certificates for
the courses that they have completed.

Internship
At least 6-8 week internship is mandatory for the award of BBA,
BBS and MBA degree. This internship can be arranged/allowed
during summer and /or any other convenient time. The
concerned coordinator, on the basis or reports from the
organizations served, evaluates the internees.

Courses at other Campuses
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Students enrolled in one program may be allowed to take
courses in other program under certain rules and conditions and
only on the approval of Director HIMS.
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Comprehensive Examination
After completion of all courses prescribe for a degree and
obtaining a minimum CGPA of 2.5, students shall be eligible for
and required to take a “Comprehensive Examinations” if
applicable, satisfactory performance in this examination is
mandatory for the award of degree. Any student failing in
comprehensive examination shall be eligible for the next
comprehensive examination only after an interval of one regular
semester. A maximum of three attempts shall be allowed to a
student, failing which he/she shall be eligible for award of
certificates for the completed courses.

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus

FEE STRUCTURE:
1.

Standard Package

3.

Scholar Package

1.

Privileged Package
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2.

Standard Package

Eligibility: Minimum 45% marks in pre-requisite exam.
Satisfactory performance in admission test and selection
interview.
Applicability: All Candidates

2.

Privileged Package

Eligibility: Minimum 50% marks in pre-requisite exam.
Satisfactory performance in admission test and selection
interview.

Alumni of Hamdard University / employee of the partner
organization, his/ her husband, wife, son or daughter.

Continuation of Privileged Package in the next semester will
depend on (a) maintaining minimum 80% average attendance, (b)
having no report of indiscipline and (c) passing all courses in the
first attempt. Failure in meeting any of these conditions will
result in change of fee category from privileged to standard. On
meeting all three conditions, the fee category will be restored to
privileged.

3.

Notes:
1.

2.

Scholar Package

Eligibility: Minimum 60% marks in SSC, HSSC and graduation or
equivalent exam for admission to MBA or Minimum 70% marks
in SSC. HSSC or equivalent exam for admission to BBA.
Satisfactory performance in admission test and interview.

Applicability: All Candidates

Continuation of Scholar Package in the next semester will
depend on (a) maintaining minimum 80% average attendance (b)
having no report of indiscipline and (c) passing all courses with a
minimum GPA of 3.33 . Failure in meeting any of these
conditions will result in change of fee category from Scholar to
Privileged. On meeting all three conditions, the fee category will
be restored to scholar. On failure in meeting any of these
conditions for the second time, the fee category will change
from privileged to standard. However, on meeting all three
conditions subsequently, the fee category will change
progressively from standard to privileged and then from
privileged to scholar.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Under lump-sum payment option,
fee is payable before start of the
session vide a pay order or demand
draft made in favour of" Hamdard
University, Karachi”
Under monthly payment, the first
installment is payable before start of
the session vide a pay order or
demand draft made in favour of
"Hamdard University Karachi" along
with three cheques of the same
amount written in favour of Hamdard
University. Karachi" on account of the
second, third and fourth/ final
installment, respectively, post-dated
30 days. 60 days and 90 days from
the start date of the session.
Installment amount will be doubled
and its number reduced from 4 to 2
in a short (number) semester.
Amount of payable may increase /
decrease with the corresponding
increase / decrease of course load.
All fees paid once, are not refundable
except the security deposits.
The University reserves the right to
make amendment(s) in the fee
structure without notice.
Security fee of Rs. 5000/- will be
refundable in all courses.
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Applicability: An existing student's brother, sister, husband,
wife, father, mother, son or daughter.
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Promoting Culture of Social and Business
Innovation

The Institute strived to achieve desired objectives of academic
excellence by improving methods of instructions, promoting
practical oriented learning, research under the guidance of the
faculty members, presentations and its publications. Efforts are
also made to ensure that the passed out students are properly
placed in various business organizations and institutes within the
country and abroad.

We are especially indebted to our management, faculty, students,
corporate sector, non governmental organization, alumni and
community, who lend their full support and guidance in promoting
academic culture of the campus and the Institute.

Academic Culture at HIMS-IC

It has been our endeavor to promote internationalization of values
of research and objective thinking and making knowledge relevant
to facing the challenges of the academic profession as well as
business organizations. Students were made to participate in the
class room discussions and undertake researches/projects to test
how far they were capable of independent research and
innovative thinking. The underlying idea and thoughts are
cogently articulated. The academic atmosphere is kept highly
stimulating so that all the inner potentials of students could be
harnessed for their over all development and growth.

Research

Faculty and students have taken numerous research projects and
activities with national and multinational organizations in various
areas of business management and social marketing. The main
objective is to provide a clear understanding of current business
environment, with the purpose of formulating practical policies
and solutions.
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Industry Partnership
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The institute identifies opinion leaders in industries, who could
help improve quality of our programs and skill acquisition of our
students. We have worked out a system of regular interaction
with the key persons of industries and planning joint workshops,
seminars and research activities. This experiment is likely to prove
beneficial to students to get an insight into the practical
functioning of business and other organizations. The faculty
members are engaged for this program.

Professional Development
Ÿ

Scholars of repute are invited to address students on topics of
advertising, marketing, on job learning. This facilitate student
participation and discussions.

Ÿ

In order to promote participatory culture and effective
framework and to cultivate managerial and leadership
qualities Group Dynamics sessions were organized. Such
sessions develop persuasive power of students and they gain
considerable confidence in handling practical problems.
Moreover, students also organized workshops on different
issues. The overall approach of HIMS is to promote wellrounded development of the student's personality and to
groom them to face the challenges of their professions.
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Entrepreneurship activities are quite popular amongst the
students of HIMS in collaboration with the students of faculty of
engineering, IT and Pharmacy. The students get engaged to
develop innovative ideas, business plan and transform them into
marketable products and services. This collective paradigm
induces requisite dynamism that tends to trigger the sprit of
entrepreneurship amongst the students. Some of the notable,
ideas, products and projects are displayed in number contests and
events for exhibition and to compete.

Social and Community Development

In line with the Hamdard traditions, a sense of social
entrepreneurship is also being promoted. In this faculty and
students take initiatives to promote social and community
services. This way they are not only more responsive to social
issues as well as they acquire requisite knowledge and skills to
serve social and development organisations as effective agent of
change.

Study Trips and Excursion

Study tours are organized for students to visit industries, banks
and other public and commercial ventures. The faculty and
students visited some of the industries like Forward Sports
Sialkot
The field of student counseling, which helps students overcome
their academic and personality problems inhibiting their
performance. We are reinforcing the process to pursue it in a more
organized manner so that students are able to off-load their
emotional problems and are geared to higher academic
achievements.

Sports

Along with academic excellence HIMS students are encouraged to
participate in extra curricular activities specifically out door sports.
We celebrated Hamdard Sports Week HIMS students participated
in all favorite sports, particularly cricket.
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FACULTY

Permanent

FACULTY
Dr. Muhammad Kamran Naqi Khan

Professor & Dean
Faculty of Management Sciences

Visiting Scholar 2008-09
Kyoto University, Japan
Ph.D (HU-Pak)
MBA & PGD University of Birmingham UK

Assistant Professor & Director HIMS
Mr. Habib Ahmad
Ph.D IIUI
Research Diploma University of Deusto (Spain)
MS Finance IIUI, MBA-ITM IIUI

Assistant Professors
Dr. Qaiser Mehmood
PhD (HRM) CUST
MS MAJU
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PhD (in progress)
M.Sc (Management and Marketing)
University of Central England
PGD in Marketing (CIM – UK)
Masters of HR, University of Central England

Mr. Aftab Ahmed

PhD (in progress)
MS in Finance – MAJU, MBA (ITM) – IIUI

Mr. Jawad A Ghaffar

MSc. Accounting & Finance, University of Leicester (UK)
MBA (HRM) Bahria University Islamabad

Mr. Faisal Masud

PhD (in progress)
MS in Marketing—SZABIST, MBA, HUK

FACULTY

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus

Dean Faculty of MS with Director HIMS & Faculty Members

Lecturers
Dr. Iffat Rasool

Ph.D in HRM (CUST)
Mphil. HRM (CUST)
MBA Marketing
MA Economics, English

Mrs. Munawwer Sultana

MAS (Economics), Karachi University
M.A (Economics) Karachi University

Mrs. Warda Nadeem

MS (Finance) COMSATS University, Islamabad.
MBA Finance (Gold Medalist HUIC)

Mrs. Sanobar Shaheen

Mr. Saad Babar
MBA – HUK

Syed Ali Raza Hamid

PhD Scholar IIUI, M.Phil Foundation University Islamabad
MBA Arid Agriculture University, Rawalpindi

Visiting Faculty

Dr. A. Hassan
Dr. Abdul Rasheed , Ph.D (UK)
Dr. Ateeq ur Rehman
Dr. Dastageer
Dr. Zia
Mr. Aamr Gafoor Ch.
Mr. Murtaza Abbas
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MS (Finance) Riphah University, Islamabad.
MBA (Finance) Arid Agriculture University, Rawalpindi.
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HIMS - SPOTLIGHT 2K 16-17

SPOTLIGHT 2K16-17
1

Dean Faculty of MS with Director HIMS & Staff Members
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HIMS - SPOTLIGHT 2K 16-17

4

5

6

8

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Dean Faculty of MS with Director
HIMS & Staff Members
World Forest Day
HIMS Trip to Murree
Sports Gala 2K16
HIMS Reunion 2K17
HIMS Social Activity
HIMS Trip to Northern Area
HIMS Community Development Activity
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Our Graduates are serving in Some

HIPS

HAMDARD INSTITUTE OF
PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES (HIPS)

HIPS
PROSPECTUS 2017-18
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Faculty of Pharmacy, Hamdard University is
committed to inculcate quality education
affordable to students, aiming at the
scientific, economic and socio-culture uplift
of the masses of the county in general and
provinces in particular.

HIPS

Vision

The vision it to be realized by provision of
quality education in Pharmaceutical
Sciences by a sophisticated physical,
academic and managerial infrastructure
extending not only to the width and breadth
of Pakistan but also to the neighboring
country.

Our mission is to prepare learned, energetic
and honest students that endow with to
deliver high-quality pharmaceutical care by
providing drug therapy and health care to
individual patients and the community. The
program characterized by a phenomenal
signature of chemical, biological, social, and
clinical sciences that motivate pharmacy, to
prepare a culturally diverse student to
become competent practitioner in the
delivery of patient-centered care and in the
progression of services and research in
pharmaceutical profession. The program
supports the development of methodical
thinking, inquisitive abilities,
communication skills, professional moral
code, societal accountability, adaptability
and obligation to lifetime learning. The
pharmacy curriculum endeavors to attain
an assorted community of faculty, staff and
s t u de n t s t o e n h a n ce t h e e f fe c t i ve
educational environment, and to meet the
needs of an accelerating pharmaceutical
society.
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On behalf of the Faculty, Staff, and Students of Pharmacy, I
welcome you all. Our Faculty has been preparing students to
become leaders in the profession of pharmacy for more than a
decade. Pharmacy Program at Hamdard University is among the
oldest in the private sector universities and envisages for
preparing qualified pharmacists for the future. Those pharmacists
are anticipated to play a great role in reforming the country health
care system. Pharmacy is an exciting profession and an integral
part of the interdisciplinary healthcare environment. It is a life
saving profession and Pharmacist are the custodians of
medicines. World Health Organization recognizes Pharmacist as
"Eight Star Pharmacist" and describes their role as a care giver,
decision maker, communicator, leader, manger, life long learner,
researcher, team player and as a teacher.
Hamdard University has the highest ranking in Pakistan and its
Pharmacy Program is recognized by Pharmacy Council of Pakistan
and Higher Education Commission. At the moment we have
campuses at Karachi and Islamabad which are offering Pharm.D,
M.Phil and Ph.D programs in various disciplines. Our graduates are
very well perceived locally as well internationally and are serving in
various reputable national and international organizations. I invite
you to travel with us in to your bright future. On behalf of my whole
team, I welcome you again in the university and look forward to
seeing you in the campus.

MESSAGE FROM DIRECTOR

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus

Message from the Director
Dr. Madeeha Malik

Hamdard Institute of Pharmaceutical sciences also served as
pioneer in transformation of the pharmacist's role from a
traditional dispenser of medicines to provider of patient care.
Changes in the methods of health care delivery and the emphasis
on wellness and prevention of disease have helped shape our
curriculum. The institute continues to evolve and grow but our
commitment to preparing students to be agents of change within
their field, seeking to apply their knowledge and skills to improve
the lives of people nationwide and around the world remains the
same.
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Hamdard Institute of Pharmaceutical Sciences is home to worldclass faculty, dedicated students and innovative researchers
working towards improving medications and medication related
health outcomes. Pharmacy is a complex, exciting profession and
an integral part of the interdisciplinary health care environment.
The responsibilities and scope of practice of the pharmacist
continues to change. This needs a serious commitment to lifelong learning in order to best serve the public interest.
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INTRODUCTION
Hamdard Institute of Pharmaceutical Sciences (HIPS) is the first
institute in Islamabad which offered Bachelor of Pharmacy (BPharm) program in 2000 and then Doctor of Pharmacy (Pharm-D)
in 2004. More than 600 pharmacy students have completed their
graduation and are serving at various national and international
organizations including pharmaceutical industry, community
pharmacies, hospital pharmacy, pharmaceutical marketing and in
development sector. Hamdard Institute of Pharmaceutical
Sciences is also first in launching M.Phil program in Pharmacy
Practice in 2014. Hamdard Institute of Pharmaceutical Sciences
provides a strong foundation in the basic pharmaceutical and
clinical sciences which fully prepares the graduates to understand
new scientific and biomedical knowledge. This helps them in
optimizing pharmaceutical care to the benefit of patient and
society. Efforts are also made to develop character, integrity and
self-reliance in graduating pharmacists so that they become good
professional members of the society.
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In the light of Mission and Vision statement of Hamdard institute
of Pharmaceutical Sciences, the department has set the following
objectives:
a)

b)
c)
d)

To offer state-of-the-art education and research by training
the future pharmacists as academicians, research scientists
and managers for the pharmaceutical industry and health
care profession.

To educate pharmacists as flexible, innovative leaders in the
pharmaceutical care and medication therapy of patients.

To focus on the current and future needs of the
pharmaceutical industries and the ill humanity of Pakistan
and the rest of the world.

Instill in students a commitment to the lifelong learning

INTRODUCTION
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e)

necessary for pharmacists to remain experts in the safe and
effective use and distribution of medications to patients.

Identify the challenges confronting the field of pharmacy
today and in the future; determine effective means of
responding to these challenges and changes.

Educational Offering

Professional Graduate Degree Programme
Doctor of Pharmacy (Pharm-D)
Master of Philosophy
M.Phil in Pharmacy Practice

What is Pharmacy?

Who is a pharmacist?

Pharmacists are acknowledged to be the experts in medicines. For
example, they know how drugs interact with the body, their sideeffects, how they interact with other drug substances, and how
they should be formulated to have optimal therapeutic efficacy.
They also serve patients and the community by providing
information and advice on health, providing medications and
associated services, and by referring patients to other sources of
help and care, such as doctors, when necessary.

Pharmacists, in and out of the community pharmacy, are
specialists in the science and clinical use of medications. They
must be knowledgeable about the composition of drugs, their
chemical and physical properties, and their manufacture and uses,
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Pharmacy is concerned with the design, evaluation, production
and use of medicines. As such, it is based on the chemical,
biological and medical sciences.
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as well as how products are tested for purity and strength.
Additionally, a pharmacist needs to understand the activity of a
drug and how it will work within the body. More and more
prescribers rely on pharmacists for information about various
drugs, their availability, and their activity, just as patrons do when
they ask about non-prescription medications.

Careers in Pharmacy
Hospital Pharmacy

Hospital pharmacists are a vital part of the healthcare team.
Working either in the public or private hospitals, being a hospital
pharmacist means you are part of a team, where the focus is firmly
on patient. Hospital pharmacists are also an integral part of the
multi-disciplinary team consisting of doctors, nurses, and other
allied health professionals, by rounding with doctors, writing
policies governing medication use and championing safe and
effective use of medications in the hospital setting. They provide
valuable advice and drug information not only to the patients but
to other healthcare providers as well. Hospital pharmacists often
deliver nurses and doctors continuing education lectures. They
manage the purchase, distribution and inventories of medicines
for the whole hospital. Hospital pharmacists are experts in various
specialized fields such as Psychiatry, Infectious Diseases,
Cardiology, Geriatrics and Oncology. In the clinic setting, these
pharmacists are your partners in chronic disease management,
optimization of medications in the anti-coagulation, heart failure
and lipid clinic among many others.
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Industrial Pharmacy
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Industrial pharmacists do many things but they are mainly
involved in the research and development of new medicines,
ensuring their safety and quality. These industrial based
pharmacists ensure the manufacturing process of medications
adhere to strict standards, like Good Manufacturing Practice
(GMP), for quality assurance (QA) purposes. Through QA, they
ensure that the final product contains the active ingredient(s) as
intended, and at the correct amount or proportion. It is then that
frontline prescribers and pharmacists have the assurance that the
effect of the medication is consistent and safe for patients'
consumption.

Community Pharmacy

Community pharmacists work at the frontline of healthcare in
cities, towns and villages across Pakistan. They Work from their
own pharmacies or out of local healthcare centers and doctor's
surgeries. Community pharmacists are your friendly partners in
healthcare. They are experts in Pharmacy-only and Over-TheCounter medications, including those for the management of
minor ailments. As a community pharmacist your job would be all
about helping the public, assessing their conditions and making
decisions about which medicines they should take. They are

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus
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involved in dispensing medicines and offering counseling patients
about their medications and healthy lifestyle. It is a very
responsible job and community pharmacists tend to be highly
respected members of their communities. Community
pharmacists are also taking on more of the clinical roles that have
traditionally been under taken by doctors,such as the
management of asthma and diabetes as well as blood pressure
testing. They also help people give up smoking, they are also able
to adjust doses of cholesterol, diabetes and blood pressure
medications, and are your best source of advice on health-related
matters like weight management, vitamins and supplements.

Pharmaceutical Research

These pharmacists are the experts in research and they target is to
find cures for untreated illnesses or medications with fewer side
effects for the better of patients. They play various roles such as
designing or implementing protocols to conducting trials, for
studying or comparing effectiveness and safety of new
medications before its launch into the market.

Pharmaceutical Sales and Marketing

Pharmacy Academia

Whether it's teaching, researching, practicing or a mix of all three,
academic pharmacists enjoy exciting careers in Universities,
research institutes and other organizations around the world.
They possess in-depth pharmaceutical knowledge and play a
pivotal role in educating future generations of pharmacists. They
are the lecturers and tutors who impart their invaluable
knowledge to the pharmacy students in the universities or
colleges. Some of them engage in research activities, for example,
new drug discoveries and manufacturing technologies while
others are clinicians who actively contribute to the care of the
patients.

Pharmaceutical Regulatory Affairs

Also known as the “law enforcers”, these pharmacists formulate
and implement healthcare policies and regulations in Pakistan.
They assist in ensuring quality, safety, and cost-effective use of
medications. Some are also involved in preparing new drug
applications to enable timely access of safe, efficacious and highquality medications. Another important role they play is the
safeguarding of importing and registration of medications and
medical devices.

Find out more

For more details about your course
information and program structure, visit

www.hamdard-isb.edu.pk

or to have specific questions answered:
Tel: +92 (51) 2604387-89
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Combining pharmaceutical knowledge and communication skills
to promote latest drugs to healthcare providers, Sales and
Marketing pharmacists aim to introduce and educate their fellow
healthcare providers about new treatment options to benefit the
patients. They are an important channel of distribution from
pharmaceutical companies to end-users.
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Pharmacy Education and Job
Opportunities Outside Pakistan

INTRODUCTION

Pharmacy graduates may consider venturing into pursuing higher
studies outside Pakistan to make their career even more lucrative
and challenging. One can enroll for masters as well as Ph.D. in
desired field of study after obtaining B.Pharm/Pharm.D degree in
Pakistan. Learning opportunities for higher studies exist in both
the practice as well as research streams. The details of
avenues/approaches to get admissions to pharmacy colleges in
different countries are easily available on the respective websites
of various colleges. Generally, one needs to answer one or more of
the following entrance/qualifying exams:
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

GRE (Graduate Record Exam)

TOEFL (Test of English as a Foreign Language)

IELTS (International English Language Testing System).

Further, after seeking admissions into a pharmacy college in these
countries, one may have to take up certain subjects or electives
before getting equivalency and eligibility to pursue further studies.
In order to work as a registered pharmacist in a particular country,
one will have to answer registration exams, which will be country
specific. Ample job opportunities await qualified pharmacy
professionals in various countries including the U.S.A., Canada,
European countries like U.K., France, Germany, African countries
like South Africa, Nigeria, Yemen, Gulf countries like UAE, Saudi
Arabia, Kuwait, South East Asian countries like Singapore, Korea,
Japan, etc. and the Australian continent including New Zealand. In
some countries, the job opportunities are in the industrial setting,
while in some countries, they are in the practice setting. There are
thus plenty of higher education and research opportunities in
different countries along with excellent job openings.
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A vital part of the
heath care system

Pharmacist’s play an
integral role in
improving patient’s
health through the
medicine and
information they
provide.

A well-rounded
Career

Pharmacy is an
exciting blend of
science, healthcare,
director patient
contact, computer
technology and
business.

A trusted profession
Pharmacists are
consistently ranked
as one of the most
highly trusted
professionals
because of the care
and service they
provide.

Excellent earning
potential

Pharmacy is one of
the most financially
rewarding careers.

Outstanding
Opportunities

There is a need of
pharmacists in a wide
variety of
occupational settings.

INTRODUCTION
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PHARM.D
DOCTOR OFPHARMACY

PHARM. D

PHARM.D
Doctor of Pharmacy
(5 Years)

Eligibility Criteria

a)

b)

F.Sc (Pre-Medical) with 60% marks or A-Levels equivalent
with chemistry, biology & physics or B.Sc with 50% marks.

Entry test and interview of university

Admission Criteria
a)

b)

To be eligible for admission to Undergraduate program, a
candidate must have completed 12 years of schooling.

The admission to the University is, however, subject to
fulfillment of the following conditions:

I.
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II.
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III.
IV.
c)

Meeting the eligibility criteria in totality

Appearing of name in merit list based on admission
test and interview

Paying of all university dues including admission
charges, security (refundable), tuitions and other
fees

Signing of an undertaking to abide by the rules,
regulations and guidelines framed by the University
from time to time

The University admits academically sound individuals on
merit determined by the pre University academic record and
its own admission test or placement test prescribed by
the HEC. Anyone who has been rusticated or expelled by any
University or college for misconduct or for use of unfair
means in the examinations or any offence

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus

involving moral turpitude shall not be eligible for admission
in the Undergraduate program

Curriculum of Pharm.D

a)

PHARM. D

There are five different themes within the Pharm.D program.
What they are and some of the ways they fit together are as
follows:
Pharmaceutical chemistry:

Chemistry is concerned with the molecular properties of
drugs–theactive ingredients with in medicines. It addresses the
synthesis of drugs, their reactivity with other molecules and the
analysis of drugs.
Chemistry in a Pharmacy context is chiefly organic chemistry and
is often specifically referred to as pharmaceutical or medicinal
chemistry. The focus is on understanding the physical properties,
chemical synthesis, manufacture, and formulation of medicines.

The subjects included in Pharmaceutical chemistry department
include:

Ÿ
Ÿ

Pharmaceutical Chemistry –I (Organic Chemistry)

Pharmaceutical Chemistry –II (Biochemistry)

Pharmaceutical Chemistry –III (Pharmaceutical Analysis)

Pharmaceutical Chemistry –IV (Medicinal Chemistry)

2. Basic medical sciences:

The Basic Medical Sciences focus on all aspects of biology that
define and influence the human condition. Emphasis is placed on
understanding the normal human health condition, mechanisms
of current treatment and the search for cures. The scientific
principles presented are fundamental to all aspects of modern
research and technology and thus impact diverse areas of
pharmaceuticals. Once the drug is delivered to its site of action in
or on the body, there is the matter of how it works. Pharmacology
is the study of the actions of drugs on living tissues. Obviously, for
a Pharmacy course the main interest is how drugs work for their
curative effects on human patients.

At the heart of Pharmacology is the study of how drugs work at the
molecular level, but it is also more than that. The Pharmacy
student studies how the body works in health and disease
(incorporating genetics, biochemistry, immunology, physiology,
pathology and microbiology) to better understand how drugs have
their therapeutic effects and are used to benefit patients. The
subjects included under this department are:
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Physiology

Anatomy & Histology

Pathology

Pharmacology & Therapeutics –I (Basic)

Pharmacology & Therapeutics –II (Advanced)

Find out more

For more details about your course
information and program structure, visit

www.hamdard-isb.edu.pk

or to have specific questions answered:
Tel: +92 (51) 2604387-89
Email: admissions@hamdard-isb.edu.pk
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3. Pharmaceutics:

Pharmaceutics is the study of relationships between drug
formulation, delivery, disposition and clinical response. When the
pharmacist has a safe and effective drug molecule, a significant
challenge is to get the drug to the correct place in the body, at the
correct concentration and for the proper duration of time for it to
have its therapeutic effect, to cure or relieve the patient. This is
where the Pharmaceutics the mecomesin. The drug has to be in
corporated with other ingredients (excipients) into a medicine. The
medicine might be at a blettobe taken by mouth, it might be
acream to apply to the skin, or it could be a powder to be in haled in
to the lungs. Pharmaceutics is concerned with the design and
manufacture of medicines; injections, eye drops, etc to an
appropriate quality standard. The subjects included in this
department are:
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
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Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Pharmaceutics-I (Physical Pharmacy)

Pharmaceutics –II (Dosage form science)

Pharmaceutics –III (Pharmaceutical Microbiology &
Immunology)
Pharmaceutics IV (Industrial Pharmacy)

Pharmaceutics-V (Biopharmaceutics)

Pharmaceutics-VI (Pharmaceutical Quality Management)

Pharmaceutics-VII (Pharmaceutical Technology)

4. Pharmacognosy:

Pharmacognosy is the study of bioactive natural substances
found in terrestrial and marine organisms (plants, animals, or
microbes). Research in pharmacognosy is important because it
leads to new forms of biotechnology; new types of therapeutic
agents; new molecular probes that can be used to study
molecular/cell biology; new pest controls to help protect crops;

PHARM. D
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increased understanding of the pharmacological, ecological and
biochemical roles of molecules produced by nature; information
on herbal medicines; and new methods for the analysis of drugs,
toxins and herbal preparations. The subjects included in this
department are:
Ÿ
Ÿ

Pharmacognosy-I (Basic)

Pharmacognosy –II (Advanced)

5. Pharmacy Practice:

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Pharmacy Practice –I (Pharmaceutical Mathematics &
Biostatics)

Pharmacy Practice –II (Dispensing, Community, Social &
Administrative Pharmacy)

Pharmacy Practice –III (Computer & its Applications in
Pharmacy)
Pharmacy Practice –IV (Hospital Pharmacy)

Pharmacy Practice –V (Clinical Pharmacy –I)
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Pharmacy Practice comprises the clinical, Social and legal of
Pharmacy. Pharmacy Practice is perhaps best thought of as the
study and development of skills in the interaction of the
pharmacist with doctors, nurses and other health professionals,
non-professional carers (family and friends) and, most
importantly, patients themselves. Students learn to check and
dispense prescriptions, to give advice on the use of medicines, to
manage patients' conditions by the use of medicines sold from the
pharmacy or, increasingly, prescribed by the pharmacist
him/herself. The subjects included are:

Pharmacy Practice –VI (Clinical Pharmacy –II)

Pharmacy Practice –VII (Forensic Pharmacy)

Pharmacy Practice –VIII (Pharmaceutical Management &
Marketing)
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Courses for

PHARM.D

The following is the course plan for 5 years of Pharm.D:
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1ST PROFESSIONAL
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Semester-1

Course Code:
ENG 300
PHARM 310
PHARM 311
PHARM 312
PHARM 313
PHARM 314

Course Title:
English-A (Functional English)
Pharmaceutics-IA (Physical Pharmacy)
Pharmaceutical Chemistry-IA (Organic)
Pharmaceutical Chemistry-IIA (Biochemistry)
Physiology-A
Anatomy & Histology
Total Credits:

Course Code:
ENG 301
PHARM 315
PHARM 316
PHARM 317
PHARM 318

Course Title:
English-B (Communication & Writing Skills)
Pharmaceutics-IB (Physical Pharmacy)
Pharmaceutical Chemistry-IB (Organic)
Pharmaceutical Chemistry-IIB (Biochemistry)
Physiology-B
Total Credits:

Semester-2

Cr. Hours:
2
3+1
3+1
3+1
3+1
3+1
22

Cr. Hours:
4
3+1
3+1
3+1
3+1
20

PHARM. D
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2ND PROFESSIONAL

Semester-1

Course Code:
IS 402
PHARM 410
PHARM 411
PHARM 412
PHARM 413
PHARM 414

Cr. Hours:
Course Title:
Islamic Studies
3
Pharmaceutics-IIA (Dosage form science)
3+1
Pharmaceutics-IIIA (Pharmaceutical Microbiology & Immunology)
3+1
Pharmacology & Therapeutics-IA
3+1
Pharmacognosy-IA (Basic)
3+1
Pharmacy Practice-IA (Pharmaceutical Mathematics)
3
Total Credits:
22

Course Code:
PS 403
PHARM 415
PHARM 416
PHARM 417
PHARM 418
PHARM 419

Cr. Hours:
Course Title:
Pakistan Studies
2
Pharmaceutics-IIB (Dosage Form Science)
3+1
Pharmaceutics-IIIB (Pharmaceutical Microbiology & Immunology)
3+1
Pharmacology & Therapeutics-IA
3+1
Pharmacognosy-IB (Basic)
3+1
Pharmacy Practice-IB (Bio-statistics)
3
Total Credits:
21
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3RD PROFESSIONAL

Semester-1

Course Code:
PHARM 510
PHARM 511
PHARM 512
PHARM 513
PHARM 514

Course Title:
Pharmacy Practice-IIA (Dispensing Pharmacy)
Pharmaceutical Chemistry-IIIA (Pharmaceutical Analysis)
Pharmacology & Therapeutics-IIA
Pharmacognosy-IIA (Advanced)
Pathology
Total Credits:

Course Code:
PHARM 515
PHARM 516
PHARM 517
PHARM 518
PHARM 519

Course Title:
Pharmacy Practice-IIB (Community, Social & Administrative Pharmacy)
Pharmaceutical Chemistry-IIIB (Pharmaceutical Analysis)
Pharmacology & Therapeutics-IIB
Pharmacognosy-IIB (Advanced)
Pharmacy Practice-III (Computer & its Applications in Pharmacy)
Total Credits:

Semester-2

Cr. Hours:
3+1
3+1
3+1
3+1
3+1
20

Cr. Hours:
3
3+1
3+1
3+1
3+1
19
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4TH PROFESSIONAL
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Semester-1

Course Code:
PHARM 610
PHARM 611
PHARM 612
PHARM 613
PHARM 614

Course Title:
Pharmacy Practice-IVA (Hospital Pharmacy)
Pharmacy Practice-VA (Clinical Pharmacy-I)
Pharmaceutics-IVA (Industrial Pharmacy)
Pharmaceutics-VA (Biopharmaceutics& Pharmacokinetics)
Pharmaceutics-VIA (Pharmaceutical Quality Management)
Total Credits:

Course Code:
PHARM 615
PHARM 616
PHARM 617
PHARM 618
PHARM 619

Course Title:
Pharmacy Practice-IVB (Hospital Pharmacy)
Pharmacy Practice-VB (Clinical Pharmacy-I)
Pharmaceutics-IVB (Industrial Pharmacy)
Pharmaceutics-VA (Biopharmaceutics& Pharmacokinetics)
Pharmaceutics-VIA (Pharmaceutical Quality Management)
Total Credits:

Semester-2

Cr. Hours:
3
3+1
3+1
3+1
3+1
19

Cr. Hours:
3
3+1
3+1
3+1
3+1
19
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5TH PROFESSIONAL

Semester-1

Course Code:
PHARM 710
PHARM 711
PHARM 712
PHARM 713
PHARM 714

Cr. Hours:
Course Title:
Pharmaceutics-VIIA (Pharmaceutical Technology)
3+1
Pharmacy Practice-VIA (Advanced Clinical Pharmacy-II)
3+1
Pharmacy Practice-VIIA (Forensic Pharmacy)
3
Pharmacy Practice-VIIIA (Pharmaceutical management & Marketing) 3
Pharmaceutical Chemistry-IVA (Medicinal Chemistry)
3+1
Total Credits:
19

Course Code:
PHARM 715
PHARM 716
PHARM 717
PHARM 718
PHARM 719

Cr. Hours:
Course Title:
Pharmaceutics-VIIA (Pharmaceutical Technology)
3+1
Pharmacy Practice-VIA (Advanced Clinical Pharmacy-II)
3+1
Pharmacy Practice-VIIA (Forensic Pharmacy)
3
Pharmacy Practice-VIIIA (Pharmaceutical management & Marketing) 3
Pharmaceutical Chemistry-IVA (Medicinal Chemistry)
3+1
Total Credits:
19

PHARM.D FIVE YEAR CREDIT HOUR SUMMARY
1st semester (Cr.Hr)
2nd semester (Cr.Hr)
20
22
22
21
19
20
19
19
18
18
Total Credits:

Total (Cr.Hr)
42
43
39
38
36
198
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LABORATORY FACILITIES

LABORATORY
FACILITIES

BASIC MEDICAL SCIENCES LABORATORY
In this lab, the pharmacy students perform different experiments
of Physiology, Histology, Anatomy, Pathology and Pharmacology.
The students learn the structure and functions of different parts
of human body in normal and disease state and the effects of the
medicines on the body. It contains all essential material and
equipment necessary to study the effects of drugs on isolated
tissues and organs. As a result the student experiences first hand
practical training into the biological processes in living tissues.
This together with their knowledge from fully integrated lectures
enhances the learning experience.
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Pharmaceutical Chemistry Laboratory
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The Pharmaceutical Chemistry laboratory in the School of
Pharmacy is a modern teaching facility fully equipped with fume
hoods and other ancillary structures and equipment to enable
high-level teaching of synthetic organic, inorganic and analytical
chemistry. In this lab, the students perform the practicals of
Organic Chemistry, Biochemistry and Medicinal Chemistry and
learn the techniques of identification, purification and synthesis of
medicinal compounds.

Pharmaceutics Laboratory

Students have access to compounding facilities and equipment for
the extemporaneous compounding of liquid, solid and semi- solid
dosage forms. This practical focus allows our students to
experience a fully integrated learning approach in the
development of various pharmaceutical dosage forms and
extemporaneous preparations reinforcing the skills and
knowledge of our students in both pharmaceutical industry and
clinical practice.

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus

Pharmacognosy Laboratory

In pharmacognosy lab, the students study the identification of
medicinal plants and other natural sources of medicines by using
different techniques. The students also perform experiments of
separating medicinal components from these sources by using
these techniques.

LABORATORY FACILITIES

Pharmaceutical Microbiology Laboratory

In this lab the students learn the identification, testing, and
handling of different microorganisms. They also learn the
techniques of antimicrobial assay, biochemical testing and
sterilization which are employed in the pharmaceutical industry
and clinical settings.

Industrial Laboratory

In this lab the students learn the techniques of manufacturing of
different dosage forms at small scale, which familiarize them with
pharmaceutical industrial setting. This lab helps the students to
perform product's stability studies and learn the procedures to
improve the present dosage forms.

Quality Control and Instrumentation Laboratory

The quality control laboratory is a state-of-the-art facility
equipped with multiple processing, characterization and analytical
equipment which allow our students' first hand practical training
on pre-formulation testing, formulation and quality control
testing of various dosage forms. In this lab the students learn the
use of different state of the art instruments like HPLC, Double
BeamSpectrophotometer, DisintegrationApparatus, Dissolution
Apparatus, Friabilator, Polarimeter, and Refractometeretc, which
are used for the analysis of the finished medicinal products in the
quality control department of pharmaceutical industry. The
students use the different assays techniques to check the quality
of different pharmaceutical products available in the market.

In this lab the students learn the applications of computer in
Hospital Pharmacy, Community Pharmacy, and Drug Information
Services and in Research and Development.

Clinical Training /Hospital Attachment
As the practice of pharmacy evolves, requiring more clinically
oriented healthcare providers, Doctor of Pharmacy (Pharm.D)
program involves clinical training in teaching hospitals to expose
students to the provision of safe, effective, and economic drug
therapy to patients. The need for this form of patient care
becomes is essential in managing chronic illness like diabetes,
hypertension, and other cardiovascular disorders. The training
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aims to provide trainee pharmacists with the practical skills of
pharmacy practice while molding them into an effective and
skilled work force. This is a requirement of the curriculum as
approved by Pharmacy Council of Pakistan. This training enables
these future Pharmacists to play a vital role in the improvement of
quality of healthcare in our society.
The main objectives of clinical training are:

a)

b)
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To develop students' communication skills for effective
interaction with patient and with practitioners of other
health professions.

To help students develop a patient awareness in the practice
of Pharmacy.

To enable students to integrate the knowledge acquired in
course work prior to clinical exposure, and to apply it to the
solution of real problems, and to help students become more
aware of the general methods of diagnosis and patient care
specifically related to drug therapy.

For our Pharmacy students, Federal Government Services
Hospital (FGSH), in Islamabad provides an excellent opportunity of
interaction and learning FGSH, commonly known as Polyclinic, is a
508 bed hospital with 27 different specialties. The hospital has an
average daily turnover of over 2000 patients. The students also
have the opportunity to interact and visit the 27 allied
dispensaries attached with the hospital. Students of 5th
Professionals complete this 12 weeks training in Pharmaceutical
service centers (in-patient pharmacy, emergency room pharmacy,
ambulatory dispensing area, bulk store, out- patient pharmacy,
satellite pharmacy) and different wards such as Medical ICU,
Cardiac care unit,Neonatal care unit, General Medicine ward,
Gynae ward, Paediatric ward, Dialysis centre. Students are
evaluated for attachment by submission of projects, ward reports.

M. PHIL PHARMACY

M.PHIL PHARMACY
PRACTICE (2 YEARS)
Introduction

Pharmacy Council of Pakistan introduced Pharmacy Practice as a
fifth domain in its Pharm.D curriculum in 2014. Addition of
Pharmacy Practice in Pharm.D curriculum has been looked upon
as a great opportunity but at the same time it demands for
preparing pharmacist specialized in this particular stream. There
are just twelve professionals holding PhD in Pharmacy Practice in
Pakistan till date. Hamdard Institute of Pharmaceutical Sciences is
fortunate to have two of them as faculty members. To further its
mission Hamdard Institute of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Hamdard
University Islamabad campus, is a pioneer in launching M.Phil
program in Pharmacy Practice in Pakistan. The program has been
approved in the 34th meeting of Academic Council held on 31st
December, 2013.

Program Objectives

The contributions of pharmacy practice has helped many
countries in achieving better health outcomes, reducing the costs
of treatment, building the patient trust on healthcare system,
reduced side effects and risk of treatments, decreased morbidity

Find out more

For more details about your course
information and program structure, visit

www.hamdard-isb.edu.pk

or to have specific questions answered:
Tel: +92 (51) 2604387-89
Email: admissions@hamdard-isb.edu.pk
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Hamdard Institute of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Hamdard
University Islamabad campus is providing highly conducive
academic environment to its Pharm.D students from over a
decade to accomplish its mission, aimed at developing qualified,
research-oriented professionals and scholars, who set new
standards which count up to a challenge for upcoming people to
follow. In the last one decade pharmacy profession has seen
vibrant changes in policy and education in Pakistan. Introduction
of Pharm.D program and now recognition of pharmacy practice as
fifth pillar in pharmacy education and practice has increased the
acceptability of pharmacy graduates in Pakistan and abroad.
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and mortality, improved access to safe and timely treatments and
improved quality of life resulting in achievements of millennium
development goals.

Hamdard Institute of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Hamdard
University envisages M.Phil in Pharmacy Practice program for the
development of pharmacists working in the areas of hospital
pharmacy, community pharmacy, pharmaceutical marketing,
pharmaceutical regulation, public health and research. On
successful completion of this program the graduates will be able
to:
Ÿ
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Conduct high quality inter disciplinary research, leading to new
knowledge and understanding of drug use, patient and
provider communication and behavior, health outcomes,
pharmacy practice, patient care systems and the pharmacy
profession with in their social, economic, administrative and
historical contexts.

They would be able to take on leadership and advisory roles,
communicating research findings to the public, policymakers, pharmacists and other health professionals so as to
improve health outcomes, patient care, drug use and the
healthcare system.

Eligibility Criteria

a)

b)
c)

Pharm. D. with minimum 60% marks or B. Pharm with 50%
from HEC recognized university after F. Sc / HSSC.

NTS GAT- general with minimum 50% accumulative score or
university based GAT general with minimum 60%
accumulative score.

Entry test and interview of university

M. PHIL PHARMACY
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a)

b)

To be eligible for admission to postgraduate program, a
candidate must have completed 16 years of schooling.
The admission to the University is, however, subject to
fulfillment of the following conditions:
I.
Meeting the eligibility criteria in totality
II.
Appearing of name in merit list based on admission
test and interview
III. Paying of all university dues including admission
charges, security (refundable), tuitions and other
fees
IV. Signing of an undertaking to abide by the rules,
regulations and guidelines framed by the University
from time to time
V.
The University admits academically sound
individuals on merit determined by the pre University
academic record and its own admission test or
placement test prescribed by the HEC. Anyone who
has been rusticated or expelled by any University for
misconduct or for use of unfair means in the
examinations or any offence involving moral turpitude
shall not be eligible for admission in the postgraduate
program.

Current research areas

Rational drug use
KAP studies
Health & Drug Policy
Health related quality of life
Health literacy
Pharmacoeconomics
Health technology assessment
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COURSES FOR
M.PHIL PHARMACY
PRACTICE
Semester-1

Course Code:
MPC-801
MPL-803
MPP-805
MPP-807

Course Title:
Biostatistics
Research Methodology
Public Health Pharmacy
Clinical Pharmacy-I
Total Credits:

Course Code:
MPP-809
MPP-811
MPC-802
MPP-806

Course Title:
Pharmacoepidemiology & Pharmacovigilance
Clinical Pharmacokinetics
Computer Applications in Pharmacy
Clinical pharmacy-II
Total Credits:

Course Code:

Course Title:
Research
Total Credits:

Cr. Hours:
3
3
3
3
12

Semester-2

TOTAL CREDITS

Cr. Hours:
3
3
3
3
12

Semester-3 & 4

Cr. Hours:
6
6

30 Cr. Hrs

RULES & REGULATIONS

ACADEMIC RULES
& REGULATIONS
Assessment and Examination

A student shall be evaluated in each course on the basis
of periodical quizzes/mid semester test(s)/ assignment(s)/
group discussion(s) / presentations / project(s) during the
semester and terminal examination at the end of the
semester. These (to be determined by the teacher
concerned) will have different weightage contributing
towards the overall assessment in percent marks. The
weightage may be determined based on following:

Assessment
Quiz/Presentations
Assignment
Midterm examinations
Terminal examinations

Assessment
Assignment
Quiz
Midterm
Terminal examination

Pharm-D
Theory
10%
10%
30%
50%

M.Phil

Labs
10%
90%

Weightage
10%
10%
30%
50%
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GRADING POLICY

GRADING POLICY
a)

GRADING POLICY
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Marks
90 & above
86-89
80-85
76-79
73-75
70-72
66-69
63-65
60-62
56-59
53-55
50-52
Below50

Grade
A+
A
AB+
B
BC+
C
CD+
D
DF

b)
c)

d)
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The grading policy is as follows:

e)

Grade Point
4.00
4.00
3.85
3.65
3.35
3.15
2.95
2.75
2.45
2.25
1.8
1.0
0.0

In case a student joins a course after it has been
started, he/she shall be responsible for any missed
quizzes, assignments and lectures.

The faculty members/visiting teacher shall discuss all
the sessional tests, assignments, quizzes, terminal
examination papers and their evaluation with the
students during the semester.

A date-wise record of the attendance of students shall be
maintained by each teacher.

A student shall be eligible to appear in the end semester
examination provided that:

GRADING POLICY
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Ÿ
Ÿ

Ÿ

He/she has been on the rolls of the University during that
semester.

The student falling short of the required percentage
of attendance of lectures/ seminars / practical/
laboratory / demonstrations, etc., shall not be allowed
to appear in the end semester examination of the
concerned course and shall be treated as having
withdrawn from that course.

He/she has paid all the University dues including
tuition fee / hostel fee etc. before the commencement
of the end semester examination.

Minimum Degree Requirement for Pharm-D

The award of degree shall be made on successful completion of all
the prescribed requirements. For graduate level program the
minimum cumulative grade point average (CGPA) for the award is
2.

Find out more

For more details about your course
information and program structure, visit
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The award of degree shall be made on successful completion of all
the prescribed requirements. For graduate level program the
minimum cumulative grade point average (CGPA) for the award is
2.5.

Maximum Duration of M.Phil Pharmacy Practice
Program

The maximum duration for completion of M.Phil.degree by HEC is
4 years.

Attendance Policy
a)

The minimum requirement for a student to complete the
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Minimum Degree Requirement for M.Phil
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GRADING POLICY

b)

semester is 75% attendance in each course.

Any student with less than 75 % of attendance will not be
allowed to sit in terminal examination.

Rules for promotion

a)

b)

The students would be promoted to next higher class after
passing 80% courses in an academic year.

No student shall be promoted to next higher class until
he/she will clear courses as mentioned below;
Ÿ
Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ

1st Professional to 2nd Professional: At least 80%
courses should be passed in 1st Professional.

2nd Professional to 3rd Professional: 100% courses of
1stProfessional and at least 80% courses of 2nd
Professional should be cleared.

3rd Professional to 4th Professional: 100% courses of
1st Professional, 2nd Professional and at least 80%
courses of 3rd Professional should be passed.

4th Professional to 5th Professional: 100% courses of
1st Professional, 2nd Professional, 3rd Professional and
at least 80% courses of 4th Professional should be
cleared.

Credit Transfer/Migration

a)

b)
c)
d)

PROSPECTUS 2017-18

e)
f)
g)

A student may be allowed to transfer the credit hours from
other accredited Universities / Degree Awarding Institutes
only at the time of admission to the University. The Dean
shall evaluate and recommend the transfer of credits.

No credit of a course shall be transferred if the letter grade is
less than C with minimum grade point of 2.0.

A maximum of 60% of total credit hours required for the
completion of an Undergraduate program shall be allowed to
be transferred.

The courses allowed to be transferred shall have at least 80%
similarity of contents of the core courses on the scheme of
studies offered in an Undergraduate program of the
University.

The transferred course shall be marked as transferred on the
transcript.

The grade and the grade point of the transferred course shall
not be used in calculating the SGPA and CGPA calculation.

The student shall be responsible for providing the syllabi,
letter grades and grade points of the courses from the last
University attended.

Freezing of Course

a)
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b)

A student dropping all the registered courses or choosing not
to register in any course during a semester shall deem to
have dropped the semester.

No freezing shall be allowed in the first semester.

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus

d)
e)

f)

The frozen semester shall be counted towards the
maximum period allowed.

The student freezing a semester after two weeks of the
commencement of semester shall be required to pay tuition
fee and other dues as prescribed by the University.

The semester shall be frozen provided the student seeks the
permission for the freezing of semester. The Vice Chancellor,
on the recommendations of the Dean concerned may allow
the student to drop the semester. This permission shall only
be valid for the semester in which the student has requested
for freezing of semester.

A student, who neither registers any course for the semester
nor requests for the freezing of semester, shall deem to have
abandoned the degree program.

GRADING POLICY

c)

Repeat of a Course/Improvement

b)

c)

d)

e)

If a student was not allowed to take examination of any
subject due to shortage of attendance, he/she shall be
required to register himself/herself in that subject whenever
offered again, attend the classes regularly and reappear in
examination.

A student may be allowed to repeat a course in a regular
semester or summer session to improve his/her grade of the
course. However, in a summer session a student may be
allowed to register only those courses in which he/she has
previously obtained a “D”, “F” or “W” grade. The credit hours
of repeating courses shall not be considered for the purpose
of calculating maximum semester workload of the student.

He/she shall pay the dues for repeating the course(s).

A course which is repeated in a subsequent
semester(s)/session(s) shall be reflected in the transcript
corresponding to the respective semester(s)/ session(s) for
as many times as it is registered for. The old grade of the
course shall be replaced with the letter grade “R” without
changing the previous GPA/CGPA. The new grade, through
its corresponding semester/session, shall be used for
computation of the GPA/CGPA. Provided the new grade is
lower than the previous grade then the previous grade shall
retain as such; whereas the new (lower) grade shall be
marked as “W” without affecting the GPA/CGPA and the
repeat shall be reflected in thetranscript corresponding to
the respective semester/session.

A student may be allowed to improve his/her CGPA by
repeating course(s) after completion of the program with the
approval of the Vice Chancellor on recommendations of the
In-Charge/HOD through the Dean. Provided the maximum
allowable time of the program is not over and that he/she
has not been issued the degree. The student shall have to
surrender his/her previous transcript, provisional certificate
and other related document(s).
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Summer Semester

a)

b)

c)
d)
e)

Summer semester is used for offering special courses. It will
not be counted as a regular semester. The department may
refuse registration in the summer session without assigning
any reason.

The procedure for registration and fees payment will be that
of a regular semester. All students registered during
summer session will be charged for tuition, registration and
examination fee.

A student may register for a maximum of two courses. All he
courses taken in the summer session will be mentioned in
transcript.

The marks/GPA obtained in summer session will be counted
towards the calculation of CGPA. However they will not be
used for the calculation of semesters GPA.

Rules of probation and termination will not be applied on
summer session.
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Fee concession and financial aid

a)

b)
c)
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Students who want to avail the facility of financial assistance
or fee concession shall obtain the prescribed form from
Admin office and after completion submit the samealong
with their application. The application will be reviewed by the
Director and authorized committee.

Students maybe allowed payingtheir fee in installments with
the permission of departmental head. The fee shall be paid
on the dates as notified from time to time.

A fine of Rs100/-per day will be charged in case of late
deposit of fee.

CONDUCT & DISCIPLINE

POLICY ON
STUDENT
CONDUCT
& DISCIPLINE
Student Conduct

b)

c)
d)
e)
f)

g)

All students of the university are expected to work hard for
seeking knowledge, be regular and punctual in their
academic work and carry out strictly the instructions of their
teacher's to their satisfaction and authorities of the
university.

They shall observe Islamic obligations (Faraiz) with
punctuality and behave in accordance with the norms and
teaching of Islam. All students shall cooperate in the
promotion of an atmosphere of peace, discipline and orderly
behavior on campus and will have good relationship with
colleagues, teachers and university staff.

Students must be punctual in payment of university dues
and return of library books and should not damage the
university property and equipments.

They should keep all university buildings, premises clean.
They are required to observe strict discipline on all campuses
including playgrounds and attend the co-curricular activities.

Students are not allowed to see their visitors in the
university during academic hours.

Students are not allowed to organize strike or make an
attempt of organize a strike or participate in it or use
pressure techniques against the university and obstruct
implementation of lawful authority.

Students are not allowed to Participate in political activity or
seek membership of any political party.

Find out more

For more details about your course
information and program structure, visit

www.hamdard-isb.edu.pk

or to have specific questions answered:
Tel: +92 (51) 2604387-89
Email: admissions@hamdard-isb.edu.pk
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CONDUCT & DISCIPLINE
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Grounds for Discipline

In addition to a willful violation of Islamic norms of behavior and
instruction of the university, the following will be treated as acts of
breach of discipline.
a)

b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)

l)

All forms of academic misconduct including cheating,
fabrication, plagiarism, or facilitating academic dishonesty.

Act of disrespect to teachers, visiting faculty and staff of
university.

Any forms of dishonesty including furnishing false
information, or reporting a false emergency to the university.

Forgery, alteration, or misuse of any university document,
record, key, electronic device, or identification.

Violation of Islamic obligations (Faraiz) & indulging in any
activity derogatory to Islam or prestige and honor of
university.

Theft or abuse of university equipments, moveable property
and other electronic resources.

Unauthorized possession or use of any university services
including the university name, insignia, or seal.

Physical abuse including conduct that threatens health or
safety of any person.

Obstruction or disruption in teaching, research,
administration, disciplinary procedures or other university
activities.

Selling, preparing, or distributing for any commercial
purpose course lecture notes or videos or audio recordings of
any course unless authorized by the university in advance.

Smoking and Use of illegal substance.

Possession or use of firearms or guns, ammunition,
explosives, knives or other weapons, or dangerous
chemicals.
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Important Note
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a)

b)

c)

Fee paid is not refundable.

All admission granted are provisional and Faculty of
Pharmacy reserves the right to cancel admission of any
student for indiscipline, violating rules, providing wrong
information or incomplete documentation or for any other
reason not mentioned herein.

HamdardUniversity reserves the right to change course
requirements, fee course,nomenclatures, class schedule,
venue, etc. at any time. Students admitted to faculty of
pharmacy/HIPS have to abide academic and administrative
rules as approved or modified by the competent authority of
the university from time to time.

FACULTY

FACULTY

Dean Faculty of Pharmacy with Director HIPS & Faculty Members

Faculty of Pharm.D
Prof. Dr. Azhar Hussain
Dean Faculty of Pharmacy
Ph.D, Pharmacy Practice (UniveristySains Malaysia)
MBA (Philippines)
MS Clinical Pharmacy (USM, Malaysia)
B.Pharm (University of Punjab)

Associate Professor

Dr. Madeeha Malik
Director, HIPS
Post-Doc (NWU, South Africa)
Ph.D, Pharmacy Practice (University Sains Malaysia).
M Phil Pharmaceutics (University of Sargodha)
B.Pharm (B.Z.U Multan)

Dr. M. Shafiq
MPH (University of Health Sciences Lahore)
MBBS (R.M.C Rawalpindi)
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Assistant Professor

FACULTY

Dr Masoom Akhtar
PhD Pharmacology (Hamdard University Karachi)
M Phil (University of Punjab)
B.Pharm(University of Punjab)

Mr. Yousaf Kamal
M Phil, Pharmaceutical Chemistry (B.Z.U Multan)
B.Pharm(B.Z.U Multan)
Ms. Shahida Shaheen
M.Phil Chemistry (AIOU, Islamabad)
MSc (Q.A.U, Islamabad)

Lecturers
Ms. Mobeen Ghulam Ahmed
M. Phil Pharmacology (B.Z.U, Multan)
Pharm – D (GC University Faisalabad),
Ms. Sidrah Hafeez
M.Phil Microbiology (Q.A.U,Islamabad)
Pharm - D (Riphah International University)
Ms. Maria Hassan Kiani
M.Phil Pharmaceutics (Islamia University Bahawalpur)
Pharm.D (Riphah International University)
Ms. Aasma Akram
M.Phil Pharmaceutics (GC University, Faisalabad)
Pharm- D (GC University, Faisalabad)
Ms. Ayisha Hashmi
M.Phil Pharmacy Practice (Hamdard University Islamabad)
Pharm.D(Hamdard University Islamabad)
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Ms. Ayesha Altaf
M.Phil Pharmaceutical Chemistry (COMSATS, Abbottabad)
Pharm.D(Peshawer University)
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Ms. Ayesha Anum
M.Phil Pharmaceutical Chemistry (GC University)
Pharm.D(University of Faisalabad)
Mr. Muhammad Azeem
M.Phil Pharmaceutics (Riphah International University)
Pharm – D (Hamdard University, Islamabad)
Mr. Zahid Munawar
M.Phil Pharmaceutical Chemistry (Riphah International
University)
Pharm – D (GC University, Faisalabad)
Mr. Ahmed Sadiq Sheikh
M.Phil Pharmaceutical Chemistry (Riphah International
University)
Pharm – D (Hamdard University)

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus

Teaching Assistants

Ms. Erum Abbasi
Pharm – D (Hamdard University, Islamabad)
Ms. Fazziya Latif
Pharm – D (Hamdard University, Islamabad)

FACULTY

Ms. Ayesha Zafar
Pharm – D (GC University, Faisalabad)

Mr. Junaid Khalid
Pharm – D (Hamdard University, Islamabad)
Ms. Wajiha Shaukat
Pharm – D (Hamdard University, Islamabad)
Mr. Mateen Abbas
Pharm-D (Gomal University, DI Khan)
Mr. Zaigham
Pharm-D (BZU, Multan)

Faculty of M.Phil
Professor

Prof. Dr. Azhar Hussain
Dean Faculty of Pharmacy
Ph.D, Pharmacy Practice (UniveristySains Malaysia)
MBA (Philippines)
MS Clinical Pharmacy (USM, Malaysia)
B.Pharm (University of Punjab)

Dr. Madeeha Malik
Director, HIPS
Post-Doc (NWU, South Africa)
Ph.D, Pharmacy Practice (University Sains Malaysia).
M Phil Pharmaceutics (University of Sargodha)
B.Pharm (B.Z.U Multan)

Dr. M Shafiq
MBBS (R.M.C Rawalpindi)
MPH (University of Health Sciences Lahore)

Mr. NadeemSheraz
M.Phil Biostatistics (QAU, Islamabad)

Mr. Ali Iqbal
MS Software Engineering (U.E.T, Lahore)
BS Software Engineering (UET)
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HIPS - SPOTLIGHT 2K 16-17

SPOTLIGHT 2K16-17
1

Dean Faculty of Pharmacy with Director HIPS & Staff Members
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3
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HIPS - SPOTLIGHT 2K 16-17

4

5

6

8

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Dean Faculty of Pharmacy with
Director HIPS & Staff Members
Pharmacy Annual Lunch 17 Drama Festival
Pharmacy Annual Lunch 17 Drama Festival
Pharmacy MOU Signing Ceremony
Pharmacy MOU Signing Ceremony
Degree Awarding Ceremony 2K17
Degree Awarding Ceremony 2K17
Pharmacy Students at Down Expo
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HIET

HAMDARD INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY (HIET)

HIET

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus
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Our graduates
are serving in
leading organizations:
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HIET

Vision
“To be a world class institution of learning
and applied research in Engineering
Sciences and Technology”

Mission
Ÿ

Ÿ

Advance and create knowledge
To nurture well rounded professionals
having creative and entrepreneurial
minds sensitive towards social
responsibility, tolerance and moral
values; enabling agents for growth and
sustainability

To provide innovative solutions to local
and global problems

PROSPECTUS 2017-18

Ÿ
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MESSAGE FROM DEAN

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus

Message from the (Dean FEST)
Prof. Dr. Vali Uddin

Faculty of Engineering Sciences and Technology (FEST) fathoms
the global requirements, and by believing in strong professional
growth we are preparing our students to take a holistic look
around them and address some of the world's formidable
challenges. Through an amalgamation of empirical learning, selfgoverning research endeavors and visionary teaching, we proffer
one of the most futurist and leading engineering programs in the
country.

FEST is opening vistas for scrupulous students with a competitive
edge, ready to lead their heads with their hearts. We offer a wide
range of graduate and under graduate degree programs in Biomedical (in association with faculties of Eastern Medicine, Medical
& Health Sciences and Pharmacy), Computer Systems, Electrical,
Electronics, Energy, Mechanical Engineering and in Computer
Science. ln reliance with HEC standards, our city campus offers
graduate study programs leading to MS, ME and Ph.D. degrees.

The role of engineering can be capitalized on by bonding it with the
research, and we acknowledge this. FEST provides good
opportunities for Research in Engineering and Computing and
holds the unique honor of arming the society with quality
engineers, scholars and scientists having respectable careers in
the field domestically and abroad.

PROSPECTUS 2017-18

Our young scholars work in an academically balanced, rigorous
and pulsating environment where their self- exploration exposes
them to prove their academic standings. They work intimately
with some of the well-reputed faculty and researchers who
possess a seamless allegiance to teaching, mentoring and
innovative research work.
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We suggest you to explore our website and ascertain our excellent
cross-disciplinary programs or, come visit our teaching and
research facilities, converse with our faculty and students, and
discern for yourself how we're becoming the institute-of-choice in
engineering and technology.

Message from the Director

Prof. Dr. Bilal Ahmed Ali

Welcome to Hamdard Institute of Engineering and Technology!

MESSAGE FROM DIRECTOR

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus

Proudly, the exemplary cohort of learners, leaders and thinkers
who constitute Hamdard Institute of Engineering and Technology
(HIET) are not only devoted to devise intelligent solutions but are
committed to produce thoughtful innovators, transformational
leaders and skilled professionals. Undergraduate programs in
Electrical Engineering with specialization options in
Telecommunication and Electronics, and Bachelor's of Computer
Science, duly accredited from Higher Education Commission
(HEC), Pakistan Engineering Council (PEC) and National Computing
Education Accreditation Council (NCEAC) respectively, are offered.

From the last few decades, owing to unprecedented changes in
technological spheres, electrical engineering and computer
sciences education stipulates continuously evolving melioration.
The engineers and computer scientists today need to
demonstrate far more technological meticulosity and we at HIET
are committed to optimally respond to such challenges by
providing the highest quality industry-driven curricula for STEM
(Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math) professionals in
industry, government and entrepreneurship.

HIET aims to provide the students with more than a superior
technological education. Our rigorously trained faculty is one of
our core strengths. The faculty is accomplished in their fields and
has attained professional licensure/certifications in addition to
maintaining active research profiles. we have an active placement
office and our diverse alumni are serving reputable multinational
and national organizations in progressive capacities.

Holistically, we are committed to raise living standards of human
beings in a sustainable manner and we hope such emphasis
resonates with you.

For your queries regarding studying with us. collaboration or
consultancy for extensive expertise, please contact us. We are
here to help!
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Recognizing the importance of inculcating in our graduates strong
moral values, professional excellence and patriotic devotion etc,
we proudly align it with studies here. Future engineers and
computer scientists are also equipped with disciplinary codes
recommended by PEC and NCAEC. Through various extra- and cocurricular opportunities, our students are encouraged to explore
different vistas for attaining technical erudition and an acumen for
relevant socio-cultural and developmental issues.
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INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION
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Hamdard Institute of Engineering and Technology
Hamdard Institute of Engineering and Technology (HIET) is a
constituent institute of Hamdard University which came into
being with the establishment of Islamabad Campus in 2000. HIET
offers the programs in bachelor of Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science. HIET has a strong motive to disseminating
knowledge in modern and emerging areas of engineering sciences
and technology. The Electrical Engineering program of HIET is
accredited from PEC for intake years 2007, 2008 and 2009 while
accreditation process of BE (Electrical) program for intakes years
2010-2012 is under process.

Conversely, the accreditation of Computer Science program from
National Computing Education Accreditation Council (NCEAC) for
the intake of years 2012 and onwards is expected in near future.
Our graduates are placed in higher positions both in public and
private sector organizations not only in Pakistan but abroad also.

HIET Objectives/ Goals
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Ÿ

To foster commitment, creativity and productivity in terms of
distinguished undergraduate-to doctoral programs & courses
and rigorous curriculum towards faculty and students
enduring performance.

INTRODUCTION
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Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ

Facilitate change and take necessary steps to vigorously
promote entrepreneurial activities and establish research
clusters, promote inter-faculty research, and establish linkage
with research organizations and university other
departments.

Establish linkage with local and foreign universities for Faculty
development, Student Exchange at Ph.D. level, Student
Supervision at Ph.D. level, Research Group Formation and
Laboratories sharing (foreign universities linkage shall extend
to Ph.D. Thesis Evaluation).

Act as catalyst for industry: academia liaison and utilize
together exchange of knowledge, skills and expertise and
indigenous technical competence that can effectively serve
industry: academia: societal needs.

Find out more

For more details about your course
information and program structure, visit

www.hamdard-isb.edu.pk

or to have specific questions answered:
Tel: +92 (51) 2604387-89
Email: admissions@hamdard-isb.edu.pk

Cultivate and promote culture of ethical practices and
tolerance; enabling utilize energies and efforts to serve critical
needs of the society.
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BE(EE)

BACHELOR OF
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

BE (EE)

PROGRAMS
OFFERED:
Bachelor of Electrical Engineering

At present, the institute is offering BE (Electrical) with two
specializations i.e. Telecommunications and Electronics. The
institute plans to launch Power Engineering as the third
specialization in the near future. The three specializations shall
offer students to choose any one area of his/her liking and thereby
enhanceing employment scope of our students. The degree
program endeavors to produce graduates who could pursue
higher education abroad or join the industry in the public or private
sector enterprises.
Program Objectives

The Program Objectives of BE Electronics Engineering program
are:
Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ
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The graduates of the program will possess a strong technical
background as well as analytical and problem solving skills,
and will contribute in a variety of technical roles within the
electronics and high-tech industry. Within four years of
graduation, BE (Electrical) graduates are expected to be
employed as test engineers, characterization engineers,
applications engineers, field engineers, hardware engineers,
process engineers, and similar engineering technology
positions within this industry.

The graduates of the program will be working as effective
team members with excellent oral and written
communication skills, assuming technical and managerial
leadership roles throughout their career.

The graduates of the program will be committed to
professional development and lifelong learning by engaging in
professional and/or graduate education in order to stay
current in their field and achieve continued professional
growth.

ROAD MAP

ROAD MAP
Course Title:
Pakistan Studies
Applied Physics
Computer Fundamentals & Programming
Calculus and Analytical Geometry
Linear Circuit Analysis
Workshop Practices

Course Code:
HS 122
HS 123
NS 123
EE 121
CE 122
CE 123

Course Title:
Islamic Studies/Ethics
Functional English
Differential Equations
Basic Electronics
Object-Oriented Programming
Engineering Drawing
Total Credits:

Course Code:
Es203
Es212
Es209
Mt203
HU104

Course Title:
Digital Logic Design
Electronic Devices and Circuits
Electrical Network Analysis
Complex Variables and Transforms
Communication Skills
Total Credits:

Total Credits:

Semester-2

Semester-3

Cr. Hours:
2+0
3+1
3+1
3+0
3+1
0+1
18

Cr. Hours:
2+0
3+0
3+0
3+1
3+1
0+1
17

Cr. Hours:
3+1
3+1
3+1
3+0
3+0
18
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Semester-1

Course Code:
HS 111
NS 111
CSE111
NS 112
EL 111
ME 111
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ROAD MAP
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Semester-4

Course Code:
NS 225
Te221
Es222
Tl307
EE 224

Course Title:
Linear Algebra
Electromagnetic Theory
Microprocessor and Micro-controller Systems
Signal & Systems
Data Communication & Network
Total Credits:

Course Code:
IDE E3XX
TE 312
EE/EL/TE3XX
EL 314
EL 315

Course Title:
Interdisciplinary Engineering Elective-I
Communication Systems
Breadth Core-I
Control Systems
Electrical Machines
Total Credits:

Course Code:
EL 326
EE/EL/TE 3XX
EE/EL/TE/3XX
HS 3XX
HS 324
ID 3XX

Course Title:
Probability Methods in Engineering
Depth-Elective-I
Breadth Core-II
Social Sciences-I
Technical Writing
Interdisciplinary Engineering Elective-II
Total Credits:

Semester-5

Semester-6

Cr. Hours:
3+0
3+0
3+1
3+1
3+1
18

Cr. Hours:
2+0
3+1
3+1
3+1
3+1
17

Cr. Hours:
3+0
3+1
3+1
2+0
3+0
0+2
18

ROAD MAP

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus

Course Title:
Social Sciences-II
Management Sciences-I
Depth-Elective-II
Depth-Elective-III
Project-I
Total Credits:

Course Code:
MS 4XX
EE/EL/TE 4XX
EE/EL/TE 4XX
EE/EL/TE 4XX
EL 449

Course Title:
Management Sciences-II
Depth-Elective-IV
Depth-Elective-V
Depth-Elective-VI
Project-II
Total Credits:

Total number of semesters
Total number of courses
Total Credit Hours

Semester-8

SUMMARY

Cr. Hours:
2+0
3+0
3+1
3+1
0+3
16

Cr. Hours:
3+0
3+1
2+1/3+0
3+0
0+3
16

8
41 + Project + Intership
139
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Semester-7

Course Code:
HS 4XX
MS 411
EE/EL/TE 4XX
EE/EL/TE 4XX
EL 449
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BS

BACHELOR OF
COMPUTER SCIENCE

BS COMPUTER SCIENCES

PROGRAMS
OFFERED:
Bachelor of Computer Science

The BS (CS) is a four years professional degree program
comprising the core courses in basic sciences, mathematics,
programming and computing. The program focuses on instilling
comprehensive computer science knowledge among students
and exposing them to issues involved in the development of
scientific, educational and commercial applications. An integrated
approach to meet the hardware and software needs of the
industry is adopted using modern techniques to impart
knowledge through lectures as well as hands-on training in the
labs. The curriculum is designed as per HEC recommendations and
provides core knowledge of specialized technologies. This
program gives students a solid background in the theoretical
principles underlying computer science and ensures that students
acquire intellectual depth necessary to keep them abreast with
rapid advancement in the discipline.

Program Objectives:
PROSPECTUS 2017-18

Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ
Ÿ
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Contribute academic excellence for designing, developing and
producing skills in computer science and its allied areas such
as software development, database, and networking and
algorithm methods.

Develop teamwork abilities coupled with leadership and
communication skills as to effectively participate in decision
making for organizational growth.

Exhibit an intellectual sagacity for shouldering societal
responsibilities in all professional endeavors

Persuade for post-graduation to promote professional
aptitude aimed at career development for cutting edge
technological paths.

ROAD MAP

ROAD MAP
Course Title:
Calculus and Analytical Geometry
Introduction to Computing
Functional English
Basic Electronics
Pakistan Studies
Total Credits:

Course Code:
NS-121
CS-121
CS-122
HS-121
MG/SS-xxx
HS-113

Course Title:
Multivariable Calculus
Programming Fundamentals
Discrete Structures
Communication Skills
University Elective - I
Islamic Studies/Ethical Behavior
Total Credits:

Course Code:
NS-211
CS-211
CS-212
NS-212
MG/SS-xxx

Course Title:
Linear Algebra
Digital Logic Design
Object Oriented Programming
Probability & Statistics
University Elective - II
Total Credits:

Semester-2

Semester-3

Cr. Hours:
3+0
2+1
3+0
2+1
2+0
14

Cr. Hours:
3+0
3+1
3+0
3+0
3+0
2+0
18

Cr. Hours:
3+0
3+1
3+1
3+0
3+0
17
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Semester-1

Course Code:
NS-111
CS-111
HS-111
CS-112
HS-112
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ROAD MAP
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Semester-4

Course Code:
CS-221
CS-222
CS-223
NS-221
MG/SS-xxx

Course Title:
Data Structures and Algorithms
Data Communication and Computer Networks
Microprocessor and Assembly Language
Differential Equations
University Elective - III
Total Credits:

Course Code:
CS-311
CS-312
NS-314
CS-313
MG/SS-xxx

Course Title:
Database Systems
Introduction to Software Engineering
Numerical Computing
Operating Systems
University Elective - IV
Total Credits:

Course Code:
CS-321
CS-322
CS-323
HS-321
CS-3xx
CS-3xx

Course Title:
Theory of Automata
Design and Analysis of Algorithms
Computer Architecture and Organization
Technical Report Writing
CS Elective - I
CS Elective - II
Total Credits:

Semester-5

Semester-6

Cr. Hours:
3+1
3+1
3+1
3+0
3+0
18

Cr. Hours:
3+1
3+0
2+1
3+1
3+0
17

Cr. Hours:
3+0
3+0
3+0
3+0
3+0/2+1
3+0/2+1
18

ROAD MAP

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus

Course Title:
Human Computer Interaction
Compiler Construction
Final Year Project - I
Artificial Intelligence
CS Elective - III
CS Elective - IV
Total Credits:

Course Code:
HS-421
CS-422
CS-423
CS-xxx
CS-xxx

Course Title:
Professional Practices
Final Year Project-II
Information Security
CS Elective - V
CS Elective - VI
Total Credits:

Total number of semesters
Total number of courses
Total Credit Hours

Semester-8

SUMMARY

Cr. Hours:
3+0
3+0
0+3
2+1
(3+0) (2+1)
(3+0) (2+1)
18

Cr. Hours:
3+0
0+3
3+0
(3+0) (2+1)
(3+0) (2+1)
15

8
41 courses + Project
135
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Semester-7

Course Code:
CS-411
CS-412
CS-413
CS-414
CS-xxx
CS-xxx
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ACADEMIC
INFRASTRUCTURE
AT HIET
Laboratory Facilities
The following laboratories have been put in place for effective
hands-on experience to meet the requirements of our on-going
programs.
Electronics Laboratory – I

PROSPECTUS 2017-18

The Electronic Laboratory – I is equipped with a range of
necessary equipment like oscilloscopes, function generators,
assortment of tools / accessories, DMMs, soldering tools,
electronics components and accessories, electronic trainers,
power supplies and a variety of digital/analogue components.
Workbenches, technical books/manuals and are also essential
constituents of this lab. Assistance is provided to the students by a
Lab Engineer and a team of qualified lab assistants under the
supervision of concerned faculty member
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These facilities are used for practical work for subjects like electric
and electronic circuits, computer organization; operational
amplifier etc. Students also undertake course projects and are
encouraged to participate in electronic/science exhibitions.
Electronics Laboratory -II

The Electronics Laboratory – II is equipped with trainers for power
electronics devices, and also has necessary electronics lab
equipment such as oscilloscopes, function generators, power
supplies, and workbenches. The lab is used for power electronics,
electrical network analysis as well as a part of semiconductor
devices lab.

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus

The Communications Laboratory has trainers for broad-band
communications, analog and digital modulation. The experiments
are supported by high frequency signal generators, spectrum
analyzers, antenna trainers and digital storage oscilloscopes to
perform time-domain and frequency-domain analysis.
Digital Systems Laboratory

Digital Systems Laboratory provides experimental facilities to
s t u dy m ic ro co n t ro l le r a n d m ic ro p ro ce s s o r sys t e m s .
Microprocessor training system is a modularized approach to
microprocessor concepts and applications. In addition to these
training aids, this laboratory is equipped with a universal
programmer used to program microcontrollers of different types
as well as DSP starter kits, lab view I/O interface and so as to
enable the students to perform laboratory projects and get
hands-on training employing latest technology.

ACADEMIC INFRASTRUCTURE

Communications Laboratory

Electrical Machines Laboratory

This laboratory is equipped with single-phase and three-phase
power supplies, transformers, YL-195-motor electric traction and
electrical control trainers. The lab provides students with ample
knowledge about single and three-phase power supplies,
transformers, motors and generators. The lab is used for electrical
machines and physics experiments.
Industrial Control Laboratory

The lab is equipped with PLC trainers, Core 2 Duo machines and
some modules like lift, DC motors. This lab facilitates performing
experiments of instrumentation and industrial electronics. Some
robot kits have also been acquired for this lab for the final year
projects.
Networking Laboratory

Simulation & Modeling Laboratory

This laboratory is equipped with more than 30 PCs with
supporting software like, Matlab, AutoCAD, for lab work related to
signals and systems, digital signal processing, industrial
electronics and control systems.
General Purpose Laboratory

A high speed laboratory equipped with latest Core i-5 systems is
available to the students. This lab offer extensive usage hours and
state-of-art hardware and variety of software to make computing
real learning experience.
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HIET is equipped with a highly-sophisticated networking lab to
facilitate students for hands-on experience of CISCO devices and
also to fulfill PEC requirements. Currently, it is operational with the
latest CISCO routers, switches and CORE i-5 computer systems.
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Programming Laboratory

Another microcomputer laboratory with 20 core i3 workstations
are also available for programming courses and to support
classroom teaching using necessary software tools.
Wireless Internet Facility

Wireless internet access is provided on campus to be used by
faculty and students.
Library

Library is the beating heart of an academic institution and focal
point for the intellectuals of society. HIET has a multi-disciplinary
library serving the faculty, students, researchers and staff of the
university. The library started with a modest collection and has
gradually added new volumes to its collection. The library
subscribes to several scholarly national as well as international
journals and periodicals in various disciplines, particularly in
electrical, electronics, computer science and telecommunication.
The library staff is always on duty to assist of students.
Discipline

Engineering (E.E.T)
Computer Science
Literature
Philosophy
Social Science
Languages
History
Religion
Pure Science
Fine arts
Reference books
Total Collection

Number of Books
2006
1309
364
49
720
37
123
166
375
35
74
5258

Research Journals
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The HIET subscribes over 10 international journals of reputes
pertaining to relevant programs being undertaken. This facility
provides easy access to faculty members & research students of
target research papers etc.
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R & D and Co-curricular activities

Faculty at HIET is highly motivated and focused towards research
and development in the form of several research groups including
wireless communication, modeling and simulation, artificial
intelligence and meta-heuristic computation and power and
energy. These groups have a good track record of both basic and
applied research and are geared to meet the challenges and
projects of vision 2020.

Sr.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Name of Journals and Magazines
Spectrum IEEE
Control Systems Magazine IEEE
Industrial Electronics Magazine IEEE
Circuit and System Magazine IEEE
Communication Magazine
Electron Devices Society Newsletters IEEE
IEEE Transaction on Circuit and Systems Part I
IEEE Transaction on Control System Technology
IEEE Transaction on Electron Devices
IEEE Transaction on Industrial
IEEE Transaction on Communications
Power and Energy Magazine
IEEE Transaction on Dielectrics and Electrical Insulation
Electrical Insulation Magazine

Current States
Currently Subscribed
Currently Subscribed
Currently Subscribed
Currently Subscribed
Currently Subscribed
Currently Subscribed
Currently Subscribed
Currently Subscribed
Currently Subscribed
Currently Subscribed
Currently Subscribed
Currently Subscribed
Currently Subscribed
Currently Subscribed
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ICT R&D FYP Funded Program

Students of HIET apply for ICT R&D funds for final year projects to
avail financial aid by Govt. of Pakistan. Under this scheme, several
students applied and won research grants for the following
projects:

With this modest ingress in industrial sponsorship, the faculty and
students at HIET are confident to win more industry-funded
projects in near future to make academic-industry collaboration a
practical reality.
Co-curricular and other Professional Activities

Students at HIET are involved in academic and vocational pursuits
as well as for the development of personal and interpersonal
skills. These activities are designed keeping in view the academic
load, professional growth, leadership qualities and their grooming
to challenge the future needs. HIET have a very dynamic society
with the name “HIET Cultural Society” to make events more
theme-based and professional. Following are the activities
undertaken during the last academic year 2014-2015.

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Workshop on MATLAB optimization tool box

Panel discussion on the topic “trends in artificial intelligence”

CPD workshops for professional development

Indigenous development of power system equipment

Industrial trips to M/s PEL, Lahore, Pakistan Cable, Lahore

Course related visit of High voltage & short circuit laboratory,
Wapda, Rawat.
Recreational trips to Naran Kaghan, Tarbela Dam and Lahore

Sports week
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Ÿ
Ÿ

Projects display in exhibitions

Farewell parties of Spring 2014 and Fall 2014

Seminar series on problem solving involved in complex
dynamical system
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Academic Rules & Regulations
1. Entry Requirements:

B.E (Undergraduate Engineering Programs)

Ÿ
Ÿ

Minimum 60% marks in F.Sc.(Pre-Engg) / D.A.E (Relevant
Technolog)

Student with A-level or other Equivalent qualification, shall
submit 'Equivalence Certificate' (issued from I.B.C.C.) with
minimum 60% marks for BE programs

B.S (Undergraduate Programs)
Ÿ
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Ÿ
Ÿ

Minimum 45% marks in Intermediate with F.Sc.(Pre-Engg, ICS
& Commerce)

D.A.E in Relevant Technology

Student with A-level or other Equivalent qualification, shall
submit 'Equivalency Certificate' (issued from I.B.C.C.) with
minimum 45% marks

2. Merit Criteria for Admission

Category

Entry Test & Interview

HSSC. / D.A.E/ A. Level

S.S.C.
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Weight

50%

40%
10%

The passed entry test scores of NTS/UET, Lahore/NUST/ NED/
MUET will be 'acceptable as a waiver' to admission test &
interview at HIET. The validity of test acceptance shall not be more
than 01 year. Such candidates have to present valid official

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus

evidence that they have 'successfully passed the entry exam' of
those institutions.
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3. Grading Policy

'Absolute grading' is used for Undergraduate Programs (BE/BS) as
per the following table:
Numerical Grade
85 and above
80 to 84
75 to 79
71 to 74
68 to 70
64 to 67
61 to 63
58 to 60
54 to 57
50 to 53
Below 50

Letter Grade
A
AB+
B
BC+
C
CD+
D
F

Grade Point
4.00
3.66
3.33
3.00
2.66
2.33
2.00
1.66
1.30
1.00
0.00

4. Degree Awarding Criteria

(b)

The degree (at Bachelor's level) shall be awarded at a
minimum of 2.00 CGPA (Cumulative Grade Point
Average) at Hamdard Institute of Engineering and
Technology.

All other requirements of (completion of total number
of credit hours, all course and Final Year Project of
respective degree programs must be fulfilled by the
student.

5. Semester System

There are two regular semesters offered at FEST for all
Undergraduate programs:
a)

b)

Spring Semester (18 weeks duration excluding
reserved 1-2 weeks for makeup classes)

Find out more

For more details about your course
information and program structure, visit

www.hamdard-isb.edu.pk

or to have specific questions answered:
Tel: +92 (51) 2604387-89
Email: admissions@hamdard-isb.edu.pk

Fall Semester (18 weeks duration excluding reserved
1-2 weeks for makeup classes)

However, the 'summer semester' (06 weeks duration) is also
offered for students who want to cover their deficiency/improve
their GPA of previous attempted courses.
6. Semester Duration

There are two regular Semesters offered at FEST for all
undergraduate and master programs in a year. A regular semester
(spring / fall) will be of 18-weeks duration including 2 weeks
reserved for final examinations. However, the duration of the
semester may be extended up to two weeks for make-up classes
if required. There shall be only one (1) mid-term exam which shall
be conducted in 8-9th week of the semester. The distribution of
semester duration shall be as follows:
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(a)
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1.

Course Load per Semester
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The minimum course load per semester shall be 2 courses or six(6)
credits whereas, maximum course load per semester shall be
six(6) courses (including theory and practical) or 20 credit hours in
regular Spring and Fall semesters.

Maximum 02 courses are allowed to the students for summer
semesters to cover deficiency of failed courses or improve GPA of
already passed courses.
2.

Distribution of Marks (in each subject)

For undergraduate programs, marks distribution shall be as
follows:
Theory subjects (100 marks)
Title

Particulars/Description

1.5-2 hours duration each
Quizzes / Assignments/ Presentation
Three (3) hours duration each

Mid-term Exam
Sessional marks
Final Exam
Total

Marks Distribution
30
20
50
100

Practical subjects (50 marks)
Title
Lab Sessionals

Particulars/Description
Quizzes / Assignments/ Presentation
Viva Voce Exam
Project Lab-task

Final Exam
Total
Ÿ
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Ÿ

Ÿ

20

30
50

There shall not be any compensatory or 'in-lieu' of sessional
marks, nor mid-term or final examination in any
circumstances.

Theory subjects shall comprise of total 100 marks whereas,
each practical subject shall carry 50 marks and they both shall
be calculated separately. This means the sum-total shall be
150 marks for theory & practical (3+1) subject.

The student must pass theory and practical examinations
separately.

1. Probation and Promotion

(a)

Promotion

Student satisfying the following two conditions is considered
'passed in the semester' and is promoted to the next semester:

i.

160

Marks Distribution

ii.

His/her Semester GPA is not less than 1.50

Student does not get two (2) “F” grades in the previous
semester.

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus

Promotion on Probation

In 5th semester Cleared all subjects of 1st year
with min. 2.0 CGPA

In 6th semester Cleared all subjects of 2nd year
with min. 2.0 CGPA
In 8th semester Cleared all subjects of 3rd year
with min. 2.0 CGPA
(c)

Relegation

RULES & REGULATIONS

(b)

A student registering in 5th semester and in subsequent
semesters has to ensure that he/she has cleared all the subjects
of previous years as shown below:

Relegation means that a student has to re-commence his/her
studies from an appropriate lower semester. A student shall be
relegated if following two (2) conditions exists:

i)

ii)
10.

Semester GPA of previous semester is less than 1.50.

And

Obtains three (3) or more 'F' grades in the previous semester.
Minimum Attendance Requirements

A student shall not be allowed to appear in the final examination of
any subject, if he/she fails to maintain at least 75% attendance in
that subject.
11. Examination Admit-Card

The Examination Admit cards, bearing the current photograph and
other particulars of the students, are issued to enable them
appearing in the Mid-term and final examinations. The Admit Card
shall be issued on the following conditions:

12.

(a)

(b)

All dues should be cleared.

The defaulters up to an extent of Rs.10, 000/= may be
allowed, subject to the permission of the head of the
institute or the person designated for the said purpose.
Course Registration and Drop

The course registration is expected to be carried out before
commencement of classes of each semester. Only those
courses will be allowed to register whose pre-requisites
courses have been cleared.

A student can drop/add any course, due to any reason, within
two (2) weeks after commencement of classes. No more
than two (2) courses can be dropped/added in one semester.

(c)

No fee shall be charged for the dropped courses. If any
student has already paid the fee than his/her fee for the
dropped course(s) shall be transferred to the next semester.

13.

Course Withdrawal

(a)

A student can apply for the withdrawal (with the approval of
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(a)

(b)
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(b)
(c)
(d)
14.
(a)

(b)
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(d)

15.

Director of the institute) upon recommendation of
concerned Head of Department (HoD) of any course at least
'two weeks' before the final examination. This provision is
kept for the benefit of a good students, when he/she realizes
that he/she is not going well in a particular subject and taking
its final examination, may badly affect his/her current SGPA
and overall CGPA.

Full fee shall be charged for any withdrawn course(s). There
shall be 'no full or partial refund of fee' allowed under any
circumstances.

Grade 'W' will be mentioned in the transcript for any
withdrawn course(s) and it will not be counted in the
calculation of the CGPA/SGPA.

Not more than two courses can be withdrawn in one
semester. The same course cannot be withdrawn twice.
Incomplete Grade

A student can be allowed an 'Incomplete' grade in any
subject to allow him/her, not to appear in the final
examination by Director of the institute (with the consent of
respective teacher and HoD) after being satisfied that the
concerned student has a genuine reason, beyond any doubt,
that disables him/her to appear in the final examination.

A student may only be allowed 'Incomplete' grade if he/she
has passed mid-term exams.

The student with incomplete grade has to take that course in
later semester, or he/she shall be required to appear in the
final examination only with the consent of respective
teacher and head of the concerned department.

Grade 'I' will be assigned for any 'Incomplete' subject. No fee
shall be charged to the student for re-registering the same
course in the subsequent semester.
Additional Course(s)

Students may be allowed 'additional courses' (shall be 'separately
mentioned of student transcript') of their interest upon
recommendation of respective HoD and approval of Director of
the institute. In case, if a student gets average grade in an elective
subject, and he/she registers in another (but approved) elective
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subject then, the 'highest grade marks in any of the subject' shall
be acceptable while recording grading student transcript.
16.

Semester Drop / Temporary Suspension

Temporary suspension is allowed to students facing acute
domestic problems /valid reasons subject to the approval of head
of institute on the positive recommendations of concerned HoD.

During suspension period, the student shall be required to pay
semester charges as 'Retention Fee' for each suspended/missed
semester whether undergraduate or postgraduate programs to
continue his/her registration with FEST.

17. Migration of students from other
University/Institution
Undergraduate Programs:

The migration policy shall be as follows:

b)

c)

d)

e)

The other institutions from where a student wants to
transfer to FEST must be PEC accredited institute (for BE
Electrical programs) and HEC recognized institute/
university in case of migration into BS program.

Transfer of credit hours

Only course, secured with 'A', 'B' or 'C' grades can be
transferable. This reflects on a 'Numerical Grade' as
minimum 60%.

The courses completed by the student at other institution
will be compared with similar courses being offered at HIET
by In-charge Registration on the recommendation of HIET
Equivalence Committee. Any deficiency shall have to be
removed by the students.

Not more than 50% of the courses can be transferable. The
student has to fulfill all admission requirements and pay the
following fee as per university policy.

I.

ii.

iii.
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a)

Prospectus / Application Package Fee

Migration, Admission and Semester Fee

Other Registration &Enrollment requirements
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FACULTY

FACULTY
Director

Engr. Prof. Dr. Bilal Ahmed Alvi
Ph.D. (Optical Fiber ), University of Salford, United Kingdom
MS. (Optical Fiber ), University of Salford, United Kingdom
BE (Electronics Engg.) NEDUET, Karachi
Associate Professor:
Engr. Dr. Aamer Saleem
Ph.D. (Electronic Engg), MAJU, Islamabad
MS (IT), Hamdard University Islamabad Campus
M.Sc. (Electronics), QAU, Islamabad
Engr. Dr. M. Anwaar Manzar
Ph.D. (Electronics Engg), IIU,Islamabad.
MS(Electronics Engg), UET, Taxila.
BS(Electronics Engg), UET, Taxila.
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Assistant Professors:
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Engr. M. Adnan Naseem
MS (Computer Engineering), UET Taxila.
BS (Computer Engineering), UET Taxila.
Engr. Usman Javed
MS (ComputerEngineering) CASE, Islamabad.
BS (Computer Engineering) COMSATS IIT, Islamabad.
Engr. M. Inam-ur-Rehman
MS (Comm. & Signal Processing), NUST, Rawalpindi.
BS (Electronics Engg), UCET, Bahawalpur
Engr. Muhammad Kamran Khan
MS (Electrical), University of Darmstadt, Germany
BE (Electronics Engg.), NFC-IET, Multan

FACULTY
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Director HIET with Faculty Members

Engr. Sana Mukhtar
MS (TN), Bahria University Islamabad
BCE (Telecom), Bahria University Islamabad
Mr. Muhammad Asif Javaid
MS (Comp. Science), COMSATS,Wah Cantt.
MCS, Hamdard University Karachi
M.Sc. (Materials Science) B.Z.U. Multan.

Lecturers:
Engr. Ali Rauf Rao
BS(Electrical Enigeering), UET, Lahore
Enrolled in MS(Electronics Engineering)

Engr. AIif Shah
MS (Electrical Engineering), CASE, Islamabad.
BS(Telecommunication Engineering), UET, Peshawar.
Engr. Muhammad Asghar
MS (Electrical Engineering) CASE, Islamabad
BE (Electronics Engg), Iqra University,Karachi.
Engr. Uzma Majeed
MS(Computer Engineering), UET, Taxila
BS (Electronics Engineering), UET,Taxila
Sadia Mooqqadas
MS (Software Engg.), UET, Taxila
BS. (Software Engg), IIU, Islamabad
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Engr. Syed Alamzeb
MS(Electrical Engineering) COMSATS IIT, Islamabad.
BS(Telecommunication Engineering), UET, Peshawar.
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Engr. Hassan Raza
MS (Electronics Engineering.) CUST, Islamabad.
BS (Electronics Engineering) CUST, Islamabad.
Engr. Musayab Ali
MS (Electrical Engineering), College ofE&ME, NUST, Islamabad.
BS (Electronics Engineering), COMSATS IIT, Abbottabad
Engr. Ahsan Imtiaz
MS (Electrical Engineering), COMSATS IIT, Islamabad
BS (Electronics Engineering), BUITEMS, Quetta
Engr. Raees Muhammad Asif
MS (Telecommunication Engineering), UET, Peshawar
BE (Electronics Engineering), IU, Bahawalpur.
Ph.D Scholar, ISRA, Islamabad.
Engr. Muhammad Wasif Khan
MS (Electronics Engineering), GIKI, Topi, KPK
BE(Telecommunication Engineering), AIOU,Islamabad
Engr. Muhammad Najeeb
MS (Electronics Engineering), CUST,Islamabad
BE (Telecommunication Engineering), HUKIC, Islamabad
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Engr. Muhammad Humayun Salahuddin
MS(Electronics Engineering) IU, Bahawalpur
BE(Electronics Engineering) IU, Bahawalpur
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Engr. Sadia Mazhar
MS (Telecom. Engg.), SSUET, Karachi
B.Sc. (Electrical Engg), NEDUET,
Engr. Hira Waris
MS(Electronics Engineering), UET, Taxila
BS (Electronics Engineeringg), UET,Taxila
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Lab Engineers:
Engr. Muhammad Bilal
B.Sc. ( Elect. Engg), UET, Taxila
Engr. Saad Rashid
B.Sc.( Elect. Engg), UET, Lahore
Engr. Muhammad Abdullah Umer
BS (Electronics Engineering), FWAST Islamabad
Engr. M. Hamza Zafar
BE (Electronics Engineering), UET, Taxila.
Engr. Irum Safdar
BS (Electronics Engineering),IIU Islamabad
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Engr. Ch. Tariq Ali
MS(Electrical Engineering), Riphah University, Islamabad
BE(Electrical Engineering), AU, Islamabad
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HIET - SPOTLIGHT 2K 16-17

SPOTLIGHT 2K16-17
1

Director HIET with Staff Members
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HIET - SPOTLIGHT 2K 16-17

4

5

6

7

1 Director HIET with staff Members.

2 Degree Awarding Ceremony 2K17

3 HIET Robotics Contest 2K17
4 Sports Gala 2K16

5 Cultural Show 2K17
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8

6 HIET Robotics Contest 2K17

7 GIK All Pakistan Robotics Competition 2K16

8 Inter Departmental Football League 2K17
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USEFUL
CONTACTS:

Director General with Directors & Staff Members

Vice Chancellor
Prof. Dr. Hakim Abdul Hannan
Ph: +9221-36440035 Ext. 327
Fax: +9221-36440018 – 36440066
Email: huvc@hamdard.edu.pk
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PS to Vice Chancellor
Ph: +9221-36440035-40 Ext. 311
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Director General - HUIC
Prof. Dr. Azhar Hussain
Ph: +9251-2604387-89
Fax: +9251-2604386
Email: dg.huic@hamdard.edu.pk

PS to Director General-HUIC
Mr. Irfan Mahmood
Ph: +9251-2604382 Ext. 230

Registrar
Prof. Dr. Vali Uddin
Ph: 9221-36440035-40 Ext. 312
Email: registrar@hamdard.edu.pk
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Director Administration

Syed Mansoor A. Shirazi
Ph: +9251-2604383

Deputy Controller of Examination

Shahzad Afzal Kayani
Email: dce.huic@hamdard.edu.pk
Ph: +9251- 2604387-89 Ext. 230

Student Affairs & Admissions

Mr. Muhammad Wajahat Siddiq
Ph: +9251-2604303
Ph: +9251- 2604387-89 Ext. 226
Email: wajahat.siddiqui@hamdard.edu.pk

Admission Officer
Ms. Sidra Mehar Hashmi
Ph: 9251- 2604387-89 Ext. 222
Email: admissions@hamdard.edu.pk
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Manager
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Admin Officer (HRM)

Mr. Hassan Lalwani
Ph: 9251- 2604387-89 Ext. 210

Accountant
Mr. Kashif Ishaq
Ph: 9251- 2604387-89 Ext. 208

Librarian
Javed Iqbal

Ph: 9251- 2604387-89 Ext.

System Administrator
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Mr. Azhar Hayat Khan
Ph: 9251- 2604387-89 Ext. 207
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Contact Us:

23-East, Fazal-ul-Haq Road,
Blue Area, Islamabad.
Phone number: 051-2604453
Exchange: 051-26044391-92
Cell: 0334-5117444, 0315-5007411
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ISLAMABAD CAMPUS

Hamdard University
Islamabad Campus :
23-East, FAzal-ul-Haq Road,
Blue Area, Islamabad.
Phones: (92-51) 2604387-89,
Fax: (92-51) 2604386
Web: www.hamdard-isb.edu.pk

Main Campus:
Hamdard University, Madinat al-Hikmah,
Shahrah-e-Madinat al-Hikmah,
Muhammad Bin Qasim Avenue,
Karachi-74600, Pakistan
Phones: (92-21) 36440035-40
Fax: (92-21) 366440045
City Campus-I Karachi:
Director HIMS Hamdard University
Plot No. 4A, Block 6, P.E.C.H.S.,
Near Dehli Sweets, Shahrah-e-Faisal,
Karachi-75350, Pakistan
Phones: (92-21) 34381415-16
City Campus-II, Karachi:
G-164, (Off. Khalid Bin Walid Road), Block-3,
P.E.C.H.S., Karachi-75400.
Phones: (92-21) 34386359, 34386360
Fax: (92-21) 34386090
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